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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The dynamics of
corruption

I

n the past two decades the Western Balkan countries have undergone
considerable political, social and economic transformations. A number
of outstanding challenges, however, remain, critical among which
is the integrity of public governance. The matter of the rule of law in
general and anticorruption in particular are now at the heart of the most
consequential political project of the Western Balkans – their integration
with Europe’s preeminent organisation, the European Union. SELDI’s
contribution to the anticorruption agenda in the Western Balkans has been
both specific and actionable, seeking to bridge monitoring, analysis and
policy recommendations. The 2020 Regional Anticorruption Report looks into
the legislative framework and developments in the practice of the institutions
of state – executive, legislature and the judiciary. The assessment of the
regulatory and institutional factors enabling corruption in the region is not
intended as a comprehensive inventory but rather emphasises some of the
priority issues relevant to potential efforts for stemming common sources
of corruption. The report provides a model for reporting on anticorruption
progress by civil society in the Western Balkans.
SELDI’s monitoring tools provide data about changes in the actual proliferation
of two types of corruption – administrative corruption (bribery), which affects
individuals and businesses, and state capture (grand corruption) affecting
the functioning of democratic institutions and government decision-making.
With respect to the latter, the application of SELDI’s State Capture Assessment
Diagnostics (SCAD) tool in the Western Balkans has revealed that there are
considerable state-capture risks. State-capture pressure in the region still
remains at high levels. The results show that none of the countries is close
to full state capture, but there are critical impairments in the functioning of
democratic and economic checks and balances.

SCAD findings indicate the presence of strong environmental enablers
such as ineffective public organisations which lack integrity, impartiality
and robust anti-corruption protocols. It also shows actual symptoms of
business state-capture pressure, i.e. monopolisation happening at national,
sectoral or institutional level. Monopolisation pressure is the highest in
Albania and Kosovo.1 Considerable levels are also recorded in BiH, Serbia,
North Macedonia, and Montenegro. SCAD shows the symptoms of such
developments in key economic sectors. One of these sectors is energy, due to
its high levels of concentration, lack of transparency and inefficient corporate
governance structure of state-owned enterprises, and lack of adequate
regulatory oversight.

1

The designation “Kosovo” is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with
UNSCR 1244/1999 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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State-capture pressure levels in the region are high*

* Business state-capture pressure is centred on monopolisation pressure at national, sectoral or institutional level. State capture enablers include institutional
and environmental factors at national level.
Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

The degree to which corruption is tolerated by the general public is an
important indication of progress in the integrity of public office. SELDI’s
Corruption Monitoring System (CMS), which measures pettier forms of
corruption (bribery), shows that the acceptability of corruption remains
relatively high in the Western Balkans. Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), North
Macedonia and Kosovo display higher acceptability than the rest. This also
corresponds to certain levels of corruption pressure – the vast majority (82%)
of people in the region who believe corruption is acceptable in principle
expect to be asked for bribes. Even more importantly, more than half (62%) of
those who do not accept corruption as the norm still think that they are likely
to become victims of corruption pressure.

Corruption pressure: after a tangible drop in the mid-2010s it is on the rise again

Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System, 2019.
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CMS findings show that compared to 2016 corruption pressure in 2019
increased in four of the six Western Balkans countries: Bosnia and
Herzegovina, followed by Montenegro, Kosovo, and Serbia. Only Albania
and North Macedonia have had a marginal decrease in corruption pressure.
These results indicate that countries under more political pressure from the
EU and a clear short-term goal on their EU accession horizon perform better.

Anticorruption
legislation

In the range of legal anticorruption tools, the WB countries have achieved
most progress in the development of their statutory laws, including in
areas such as preventing conflicts of interest, protection of whistle-blowers,
and requirements for assets declarations by public officials. Overall, they
have adopted the international anticorruption standards in their national
legislations, including provisions about the bulk of the mandatory corruption
offences under the United National Convention on Anti-Corruption (UNCAC),
as well as about some non-mandatory.
The regulatory activism in the Western Balkans was not the result of a
feedback mechanism for the effectiveness of policies but rather a response
to growing demand for integrity in governance coming from the domestic
public and international partners. The task now for the national governments
is to keep up with the shifting manifestations and forms of corruption while
maintaining regulatory stability and avoiding overwhelming the judiciary
with rapid changes of the applicable laws.
A case in point is public procurement. During the last three years, the laws
on public procurement have been revised frequently, indicating that policies
are trying to keep up with various malpractices. In the Western Balkans public
procurement is an area of heightened corruption risk as it is used not only to
procure goods and services for the public benefit but often to transfer public
funds into private pockets. SELDI’s assessment of public procurement in the
WB countries reveals that it is particularly adversely affected by factors such as:
tenders often designed to favour specific bidders, poor compliance oversight
and enforcement of contract terms, overuse of negotiated procedures, a large
number of tenders with only one bidder, etc.

Specialised
anticorruption
institutions

The establishment of executive institutions with exclusive anticorruption
competences in the state capture environment of the Western Balkan
countries faced a dilemma: too few powers would render them useless,
which would further increase public distrust of government; too many,
and they risk becoming tools for partisan political goals. Countries in the
WB have sought to resolve this dilemma in different ways. In Kosovo, there
is just an eight-person Office of Good Governance within the Office of the
Prime Minister of Kosovo, which monitors the drafting and implementation
of strategic documents against corruption. In Albania, also under the Prime
Minister’s authority, there is a National Coordinator against Corruption.
In Serbia, the arrangement is more elaborate: the Anti-Corruption Agency
has a fairly broad remit (monitoring and policy making, conflict of interest
resolution, initiating changes and adoption of regulations in the field of anticorruption, coordinating other anticorruption bodies, etc.). The Montenegrin
Agency for the Prevention of Corruption has a similarly broad mandate - the
implementation of measures for prevention of conflict of interest, collecting
and checking the reports on assets and income of public officials, receiving
and acting upon whistle-blower reports, etc. In BiH, due to its complex set-up,
there are 14 anticorruption bodies at all levels of government and all of them
are established by formal decision of the governments or parliaments and
have their own jurisdictions.
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Civil service integrity

Reforms aimed at enhancing the integrity of the public administration in
WB countries, driven mostly by the European Union and the promise of EU
accession, have resulted in all of the countries adopting civil service laws.
There are various mechanisms for preventing and combating corruption
among civil servants. For example, in BiH these issues are regulated by
numerous and autonomous laws for each of the specified levels of government.
In Kosovo, on the other hand, there are no specific anticorruption provisions
in the law on civil servants, but only in the Code of Conduct of Civil Servants
and the anticorruption law. However, implementation of these mechanisms
and repression policies remain rather weak and without tangible effect, thus
creating fertile ground for unethical behaviour to become acceptable. In all the
WB countries, senior civil servants and particularly some special categories
of civil servants employed in sectors of high corruption risk (police, tax
administration, customs, etc.) are obliged to report their assets and incomes to
the competent institutions. However, the institutions in charge of the control
of assets and incomes are mostly focused on elected public officials, rather
than on civil servants. In almost all of the countries there is a problem with
dismissals that are annulled by the courts, indicating shortcomings in the
implementation of warranted demotion or dismissal of civil servants.

Anticorruption
enforcement:
the judiciary

Although judicial reforms have been ongoing for more than a decade in all
Western Balkan countries, they have not produced significant progress.
The essence of these reforms has been limited to improving the legislative
framework and other technical matters, followed by poor implementation
and performance, especially as regards effective prosecutions and convictions
– final convictions of public officials remain mainly in the single digits. This
is particularly true for higher level corruption cases, although exceptions have
started to appear. The separation of powers and creation of an independent
judiciary are hindered by the politicisation of the judiciary, undue influences
and corruption – the legislative and executive power still exercise a strong
influence on the judiciary election process and budget allocation. All of these
issues present major hurdles on the EU accession path of the Western Balkan
countries. The main deficiencies in the governance and functioning of the
judiciary include:
• influence of the legislative and executive branches in the selection and
promotion of judges and prosecutors;
• the bodies governing the judiciary and the prosecution are not appropriately
separated;
• the enforcement of the disciplinary accountability and of the codes of
ethics for judges and prosecutors is still very limited;
• public prosecutor’s offices lack resources, especially expertise in financial
forensics;
• management structures are unclear and competences often overlap.

Anticorruption in the
economy: the hidden
sector

A significant hidden economy sector closely linked to corruption continues
to plague the Western Balkans. The presence of this sector could be attributed
to a plethora of causes, such as low tax morale; weak business environment
and very high poverty levels; lack of trust in the institutions of government
and high perceptions of corruption; high taxation and para-fiscal costs, in
parallel to excessively coercive tax policy; insufficient inspections and audits;
red-tape, burdensome severance payment system, and frequent changes of
legislation.
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Workers without written contract on the main job or receiving higher than the declared remuneration (2019, in %)

Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System / Hidden Economy Monitoring System, 2020.

High tolerance towards evasion of tax and social security contributions
has been cultivated in the Western Balkans due to the perception that tax
authorities and in general the public system are corrupt. According to 45.7%
of the businesses in North Macedonia and 72.9% in Albania, corruption is the
most important factor for the existence of the hidden economy. This leads the
public to believe that taxes are not properly used for delivering better public
services.
Western Balkan policy-makers have taken steps to introduce the compulsory
use of written labour contracts on the main job but their efforts have remained
largely unsuccessful, as the overall hidden economy levels continue to rise.
This is due to the multiple alternative ways of evading the payment of health
and social security contributions, such as under-declaring the amount of the
received salary, or non-declaring secondary or part-time jobs.

The role of civil society

Throughout the Western Balkans, civil society organisations (CSOs) have
increased both their expertise and their ability to utilise this expertise in
a range of contributions to the anticorruption agenda. Their anticorruption
impact is achieved through a variety of means – initiating legislative changes
and benchmarks for good practices to increase transparency, accountability
and integrity of public enterprises and enhancing the private business capacity
to prevent and combat corruption.
Given their active role in promoting the integrity of public office, it is all the
more appropriate that CSOs should be held to the highest standards of
transparency and accountability. Overall, while a growing number of CSOs
advocate for good governance, there is little progress in taking steps to make
themselves more transparent. A clear measure of this is the low number of
CSOs that publish online annual reports. In some countries (e.g., BiH), there is
no specific requirement for CSOs to publish operational and financial reports
– the law requires them to be “transparent” without defining any specifics. In
practice, only CSOs that apply for governments funds are obliged to provide
reports on a regular basis.

Western Balkans 2020: state-capture risks and policy reforms
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The way forward:
catalysing anticorruption
in the Western Balkans

Slow and patchy anticorruption progress has allowed private interests to
acquire a hold on Western Balkan governments resulting in state capture.
Releasing governance from this grip can only be achieved by an alliance of
stakeholders acting in concert: reform-minded policy makers, civil society
and international partners, chief among which the European Union.
At the national level, it is necessary for public bodies in the Western Balkans to
set up procedures for effective prosecution of corrupt high-level politicians
and senior civil servants. The analysis of SCAD data suggests that a key
priority should be safeguarding and monitoring judicial independence and
performance. The influence of the legislative and executive branches in the
selection and promotion of judges and prosecutors should be normatively
excluded or minimized. Countries where the majority of the judicial selfgoverning bodies are not elected among judges and by judges should adopt
reforms increasing their voting power.
A proper balance between prevention and repression is especially important
to strike when seeking to reduce the size of the hidden economy and its impact
on corruption. Governments need to identify what incentivises employers
and employees to engage in informal business activities; these would then be
factored in when designing reforms for improving the business environment,
the tax policy and the quality of the public services.
A critical issue in ensuring that governments are held accountable
is transparency of media ownership, newsroom independence and
safeguarding media freedom from political interference. A particular focus in
the governments’ efforts should be avoiding civil society capture, improving
the corporate governance of state-owned enterprises, and the transparent
management of large-scale investment projects.
The advancement of the quality of public governance in the Western Balkan
countries is now closely linked with the process of their integration with
the European Union. The underlying conditions which influence integrity
reforms are different in each country, making the EU the regional stabilising
factor for these reforms.
For its enlargement strategy to allow it to continue being such a factor,
the EU needs more active political engagement with the Western Balkans
countries, providing them with a clear perspective for the future. Stronger
engagement would, however, need to guard against several unintended
consequences, which could make it counterproductive. It would need to
ensure that the benefits of closer economic integration with the Union do
not accrue exclusively to a small clique of privileged oligarchs, thus further
exacerbating business state capture. The membership-related conditionalities
on the integrity of governments need to be accompanied by equally strong
domestic public demand for accountability, lest the dominant political actors
choose the former as an excuse to disregard the latter. Engagement in the
diplomatic arena with politicians and senior government officials would also
need to be performed in a way that does not create the impression of political
endorsement. The overall effect of this process should be to stand up to and
neutralise the harmful effects of authoritarian influence in the region.
The European Union has now strengthened the contingency of the enlargement
process by introducing negative and positive conditionality and including
options such as suspension of negotiations and freezing of funds. SELDI
welcomes the incorporation in EU’s approach to anticorruption in the context
of accession of some of SELDI’s earlier recommendations, including the
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mainstreaming of anticorruption in a broader range of policies and not just
in anticorruption institutions and the judiciary, and protecting the important
EC–civil society relations, including their financial underpinning from
unexpected distress. Still, the primacy of the rule law agenda for progress
in any other area of development of the Western Balkans needs to be further
emphasised, in particular by broadening the range of stakeholders engaged
in both monitoring and advocating for good governance reforms. Only a
public-private coalition involving both EU institutions and actors and local
public and private institutions and individuals would be able to ensure the
scaffolding of positive anticorruption developments, i.e., their irreversibility.
EU’s anticorruption assistance – both technical and financial – for the Western
Balkans needs to be provided in synchrony with EU’s general policy messages.
This is what is now expected from the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance
(IPA) III. Given the findings of SELDI’s SCAD assessment of the intensity of
state capture in the region, EU funding should incorporate the primum non
nocere (first, do no harm) principle. In other words, it needs to ensure that it
does not become counterproductive by strengthening clientelistic networks of
corrupt politicians and privileged businesses which receive the lion share of
EU funded procurement.
The EU needs to continue monitoring anticorruption developments in
partnership with civil society in the region. Independent corruption and
anticorruption monitoring mechanisms are needed at all levels – from
corruption risk assessment of policies to proof-reading of key legislation and
analysing the efficiency of the internal anticorruption procedures in individual
public institutions. In helping the countries deal with the latter, the EU would
be well advised to mainstream innovative analytical instruments to guide its
policies, such as the ones piloted by SELDI:
• Monitoring Anticorruption Policy Implementation (MACPI) tool,
which assesses the corruption resilience of institutions and identifies
anticorruption policy and implementation gaps; and
• State Capture Assessment Diagnostics which helps identify state-capture
vulnerabilities.
The European Commission would need to pay particular attention to
safeguarding competition in sectors of high monopolisation pressure when
implementing its investment plan for the region. The technical support,
policy advice and EU funding should be directed towards anti-corruption
and anti-monopoly efforts focused on critical sectors, such as energy,
infrastructure, banking and telecommunications. The extension of advisory
missions to the whole Western Balkans will also benefit the performance of
the rule of law assessments; however, it is recommended that any case-based
peer-reviews include civil society experts. The European Commission and
the local EU Delegations should work together with local stakeholders to
establish procedures for regular trial monitoring of corruption cases, as well
as monitoring the progress of the judicial reforms.

FOREWORD: INTEGRATION
BY WAY OF INTEGRITY

T

wo decades ago, when the Southeast European Leadership for
Development and Integrity (SELDI) was launched, corruption was
only an emerging concern both domestically and internationally.
Today, it is at the heart of the most consequential political project of the
Western Balkans – their integration with Europe’s preeminent organisation,
the European Union. This is why SELDI is measuring the dynamics of
corruption and assessing the effectiveness of anticorruption policies in the
broader context of the integrity of the governance systems in the region.
The Western Balkans have made clear progress in tackling corruption. The rise
of reformist politicians, external support from international partners and an
active civil society have ensured that advanced anticorruption standards have
been adopted, at least nominally, in the works of government. This process is
encountering, alas, increasing headwinds, mostly in the form of government
institutions and political parties becoming infiltrated by clientelist networks
which subvert decision making for private gain. As the resulting state capture
is becoming the major obstacle to the development of the region, SELDI is
leading the way for a better understanding of its causes and effects through
the State Capture Assessment Diagnostics; the results of its first application in
the Western Balkans are presented in chapter I of this paper.
Rule of law failures also increasingly put the existence of liberal democracy
into jeopardy (a process, incidentally, that has not been constrained only to
EU candidate countries but has also spread to member states as well). This
trend has been exacerbated by two additional factors. First, there are the
emergency regulations introduced because of the Covid-19 pandemic, which
governments have used to intimidate media and curb democratic freedoms,
including that of parliamentary oversight. Then there is the resurgence of
great power competition with an increasing involvement of Russia and
China, which has provided local leaders with convenient escape clauses from
EU membership conditionalities. Russia has consistently demonstrated that
it will use any fissure within and outside the EU to stop and/or even reverse
the region’s Euro-Atlantic integration. China, on the other hand, claims it
supports enlargement politically, but exploits and perpetuates corruption
and state capture prone investments, implicitly promoting its authoritarian
model. Both factors have aggravated the concentration of power leading to
the oligarchisation of the region’s economies and the state capture of key
government regulatory functions.
Tackling corruption in the Western Balkans has been put at the core of the
reformed EU accession process, which has incorporated lessons learned from
the 2004, 2007 and 2013 rounds of enlargement. The European Commission (EC)
has undertaken a new approach to evaluating the countries before accession,
along the lines of the French proposal made in November 2019. The new
approach is providing more decision-making power to the EU governments,
and includes mechanisms such as stopping and re-launching the negotiations
and freezing of funds. It has also taken on board key proposals from SELDI’s
Regional Anticorruption Reports2 and policy briefs, including:
2

SELDI, (2016), Shadow Power: Assessment of Corruption and Hidden Economy in Southeast
Europe.
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• a stronger focus on political engagement and economic fundamentals;
• mainstreaming of anticorruption efforts in more policies and not just in
anticorruption institutions and the judiciary;
• a continuous clear engagement to reforms from local elites;
• tackling third countries’ malign influence;
• protecting the important EC–civil society relations, including their
financial underpinning from unexpected distress.3
In September 2020, the European Commission published its Annual Rule of
Law Report, which emphasises that the rule of law “is also an important theme
for the EU beyond its borders. The EU will continue to pursue a strong and
coherent approach between its internal rule of law policies and how the rule
of law is embedded in the work with accession and neighbourhood countries
as well as in all its external action, at bilateral, regional and multilateral
level.”4 Given their membership aspirations, the Western Balkan countries
should strive to uphold the same standards as EU member states, including
by applying the evaluation methodology used to assess the latter.
SELDI’s contribution to the anticorruption agenda in the Western Balkans
has been both specific and actionable, seeking to bridge monitoring, analysis
and policy recommendations. The 2020 Regional Anticorruption Report
looks into the legislative framework and developments in the practice of the
institutions of state – executive, legislature and the judiciary. The assessment
of the regulatory and institutional factors enabling corruption in the region
is not intended as a comprehensive inventory but rather emphasises some of
the priority issues relevant to potential efforts of stemming common sources
of corruption. The report provides a model for reporting on anticorruption
progress by civil society in the Western Balkans.

3

SELDI, (2020), The New Approach on Enlargement: Good Ideas in Need of a Captain.

4

European Commission, (2020), Communication - 2020 Rule of law report - the rule of law
situation in the European Union, Communication from the Commission to the European
Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the European Economic and Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Brussels, 30.9.2020 COM(2020) 580 final.
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THE DYNAMICS OF CORRUPTION
AND STATE CAPTURE IN THE
WESTERN BALKANS

The proliferation of corruption
As with any other policy of the public realm,
anticorruption needs reliable information about the
dynamics of the social practices that are being studied.
SELDI’s Corruption Monitoring System (CMS) supplies
a measure of the victimisation of individuals by corrupt
officials accounting for their direct experience with
various corruption patterns. It reflects the overall
corruption environment in the countries in an objective
and quantifiable manner, thus allowing comparability
among countries and over time.
A key factor in the integrity of an environment of
governance is corruption pressure. In 2019 in the
Western Balkans, it remained high. At 27% Serbia, which
fairs best in the Western Balkans, is still preforming
worse than the worst-performing members of the
European Union. The results of Albania and North
Macedonia confirm concerns over their anticorruption
performance but also the differences between them
– North Macedonia’s corruption pressure is some
15 percentage points lower than that in Albania (45%).
Figure 1. Corruption pressure and involvement twice as high
in BiH than in Serbia*

* 2019; % of the population 18+ who have been asked to give and have
given a bribe/money/favour/gift
Source: SELDI CMS, 2019.

Box 1. CMS methodology
The CMS methodology ensures comparability of
data across countries and registers the actual level
and trends of corruption, as well as the public
attitudes, assessments and expectations in relation
to corruption. The major outputs of CMS are the
corruption indexes. They are based on surveys
included in the CMS and summarise the most
important aspects of corruption behaviour patterns.
The main indicators of the CMS describe corruption
as a social phenomenon using three groups of subconcepts - experience, attitudes, and perceptions.
Figure 2. Structure of CMS indexes
Experience based
corruption indexes

Attitude based
corruption indexes

Assessments of
the corruption
environment idexes

Corruption
pressure

Corruption
pressure

Likelihood of
corruption
pressure

Involvement in
corruption

Corruption
pressure

Corruptness of
officials

Corruption
pressure

Feasibility of
policy responses
to corruption

For public institutions to be considered corruptionfree their corruption pressure needs to be below 5%
on SELDI’s evaluation scale. At this point, a virtuous
circle could kick in with public trust in institutions
increasing and providing sustained pressure for
further anticorruption efforts. In turn, this reduces the
incidents of corruption even further and empowers the
judiciary to focus on the highest-level cases and state
capture. The experience of the Visegrád countries,
Bulgaria, Croatia and Romania shows that lower
levels of corruption pressure are generally attainable
over a 5-10 years’ period but require concerted efforts
combining a strong external anchor and internal
champion of anticorruption. It is important to note that
such positive results only come on the back of sustained
economic growth and a continuous rise in incomes.
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Corruption dynamics 2014 - 2019

Acceptability of corruption

Corruption dynamics of the last two decades
demonstrate its alarming pervasiveness in the Western
Balkans. The progress achieved by the mid-2010s has
not been sustained since, and there has even been some
deterioration with respect to corruption pressure
between 2014 and 2019 (Figure 3).

The acceptability of corruption – whether certain
practices by public officials should be tolerated –
remains relatively high in the Western Balkans, with
Bosnia and Herzegovina, North Macedonia and
Kosovo displaying higher acceptability than the rest.
High levels of corruption pressure usually coincide
with higher levels of acceptability and vice versa.
Lower acceptability levels could also indicate citizens’
protest potential, as well as the existence of strong
public attitudes or movements for anticorruption and
good governance. The results correspond to the fairly
high protest potential, which in 2019 has been most
visible in Serbia, Montenegro and Albania but has been
present across the region. It should be noted, however,
that Bosnia and Herzegovina has declined dramatically
in both indicators since 2014.

Figure 3. Corruption pressure in the Western Balkans since
2001

Figure 5. The acceptability of corruption is on the decline,
except in BiH*
Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System, 2019.

SELDI CMS findings build upon the EU progress
reports and demonstrate empirically that corruption
pressure is on the rise in four of the six countries of
the region (Figure 4), with only a marginal decline in
Albania and North Macedonia. Higher expectations
in these countries of starting accession negotiations
might have contributed to the more positive results.
The backsliding in Montenegro and in particular in
Bosnia and Herzegovina demonstrate the fragility of
achieved progress. The higher corruption pressure
levels in Albania than in North Macedonia seem to
require further sustained efforts from Tirana and its EU
partners to justify the joint start of negotiations.
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Figure 4. Corruption pressure by country
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The higher moral constraints on the acceptability
of corruption seem to crumble when faced with
the reality of everyday life. The vast majority (82%)
of people in the region who believe corruption is
acceptable in principle expect to be asked for bribes;
even more importantly, more than half (62%) of those
who do not accept corruption as the norm still think
that they are likely to become victims of corruption
pressure. This indicates that citizens perceive bribery
as an everyday occurrence which is not likely to be
prosecuted. It is also an indication of people’s dormant
potential to tackle corruption. If more than two-thirds
of the population expect to be pressured into bribing
in their everyday interactions with public officials, it is
unlikely that they would provide credible deterrence
to corruption. However, if decisive anticorruption
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measures are undertaken at the institutional level to
limit administrative corruption, people would stop
perceiving it as inevitable and their natural resilience
(indicated by low acceptability) would lead to fast
improvement at the country level.

Figure 7. Perceptions of feasibility of policy responses to
corruption*

In this respect, the prevalence of expectations of
corruption pressure in Albania and North Macedonia
call for urgent focus and action. It seems that the
political instability and uncertainty in both countries
has trumped their government’s pledges to focus and
deal with high-level and administrative corruption.
Figure 6. The majority of people expect to be pressured into
bribing*

* % of the 18+ population
Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System, 2019.

State capture in the Western Balkans
* % of the population 18+ considering corruption pressure “very likely” and
“likely”, excluding “not very likely” and “not likely at all”
Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System, 2019.

The way in which the general public in the Western
Balkans evaluates the feasibility of policy responses
to corruption is affected both by internal development
and by their countries’ European prospects. SELDI’s
monitoring reveals a lack of hope that corruption could
be reduced substantially (Figure 7). Even in countries
with low acceptability, like Serbia and Montenegro
– both in EU negotiations, more than half of the
population (52%) does not believe that improvement is
possible. In addition, the share of citizens who distrust
their governments’ abilities to address corruption is on
the rise in all countries except Serbia and Kosovo. Most
notably, Albania, North Macedonia, and Bosnia and
Herzegovina add 2%, 6%, and 12% respectively to their
already large pools of anticorruption sceptics who have
lost any hope that a culture of democracy and rule of
law is feasible in their countries.
This calls for specific actions to engage local
communities in anticorruption, but also points to the
urgent need of external anchoring and support from the
EU, in particular in bringing about successful cases in
prosecuting higher-level corruption. Tackling corrupt
local oligarchs could provide a much-needed boost to
good governance in the region.

The European Commission has repeatedly noted the
existence of state-capture risks in the Western Balkans,
“including links with organised crime and corruption
at all levels of government and administration, as
well as a strong entanglement of public and private
interests.”5 In its regional anticorruption reports, SELDI
has provided clear and comprehensive evidence of the
existence of state capture mechanisms, particularly in
highly monopolised sectors, such as energy.6

5

European Commission, (2019), A credible enlargement perspective
for an enhanced EU enlargement with the Western Balkans.

6

SELDI, (2016), Energy Governance and State Capture Risks in
Southeast Europe: Regional Assessment Report.
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Box 2. State Capture Assessment Diagnostics
A first step in tackling state capture is to make it tangible and explicit. To this end, the Center for the Study
of Democracy (CSD) piloted a comprehensive methodology for monitoring and exposing state-capture
vulnerabilities in the Western Balkans – the State Capture Assessment Diagnostics (SCAD).7 SCAD is an
evidence-gathering mechanism that policy-makers need to utilise for two purposes:
• to detect the existence of state-capture practices in given economic sectors and regulatory/enforcement
institutions;
• to suggest policy adjustments which prevent the utilisation of institutions of public governance to private
ends.
SCAD is designed to measure both state-capture results/effects and the capture process itself. The measurement
is achieved through a series of quantitative indicators based on experts and government officials’ assessments,
as well as composite governance indicators. The SCAD model includes two major components:
• business state-capture pressure, which is centred on monopolisation pressure at national, sectoral or
institutional level;
• state capture enablers, which encompasses institutional and environmental factors at national level.
SCAD models business state-capture pressure at the national level through indicators which reflect monopolisation
pressure and the ineffectiveness of antimonopoly laws. Monopolisation pressure reflects the share of the total
company turnover of a country concentrated in economic sectors deemed by experts to suffer from monopoly.
The ineffectiveness of antimonopoly laws indicator reflects the share of surveyed experts who believe that
existing antimonopoly laws across economic sectors help, rather than hinder, the formation of monopolistic,
oligopolistic or cartel structures in the country (a weighted average for all sectors is computed). At the sectoral
level, additional indicators are monitored: proxies for the privileged status of a given business entity, such as
whether it enjoys privileged access to public procurement; the presence of legislation or laws enhancing its
market position; its privileged legal status that may shield it from prosecution; or its receiving of preferential
treatment regarding state subsidies. Higher levels of business state-capture pressure generally demonstrate that
more economic sectors in a given country are vulnerable to state capture.
SCAD further monitors a number of state capture enablers, i.e., characteristics of social domains which affect
the system of governance by allowing or facilitating state capture. Enablers may be institutional (e.g., the
ineffectiveness of anticorruption policies, lack of integrity, lack of impartiality and selective enforcement biased
to private interests) or environmental (e.g., media, administrative and judiciary corruption).

Business state-capture pressure
The monopolisation pressure at national, sectoral
or institutional level is at non-negligible levels in
Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina, approaches medium levels in Kosovo
and is alarmingly high in Albania. This calls for
more thorough scrutiny of legislation, procurement
concentration and the work of specialised regulatory
bodies in critical sectors in all the Western Balkan
countries, especially in Albania and Kosovo.

Figure 8. State-capture pressure levels in the region are
high*

* Business state-capture pressure is centred on monopolisation pressure
at national, sectoral or institutional level; State capture enablers include
institutional and environmental factors at national level.
Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.
7

CSD, (2019), State Capture Assessment Diagnostics.
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The relatively high levels of business state-capture
pressure in the Western Balkans are driven by
two main elements: monopolisation pressure and
the ineffectiveness of antimonopoly laws. While
monopolisation pressure is the highest in Albania
and Kosovo, considerable levels are also recorded in
BiH, Serbia, North Macedonia, and Montenegro. In
North Macedonia, 12% of the total company turnover
for 20198 was concentrated in high monopolisation
pressure sectors – the highest percentage amongst the
six countries.
Figure 9. Monopolisation pressure*
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Sectoral vulnerabilities
SCAD reveals that multiple economic sectors in the
region show symptoms which can potentially be
attributed to state capture. Energy, pharmaceuticals,
telecommunications, construction and other key
economic sectors in all these countries show signs of
monopolisation pressure potentially associated with
state capture. Sectors showing high vulnerability in
more than one country could become pathways to crosscountry state-capture scenarios. These may involve
internal actors, as in the infamous Agrokor case, or
external ones, such as state-owned or state-controlled
companies in the oil and gas energy sector.

* Calculated as the share of the total turnover for the country of the
companies operating in sectors with high and medium monopolisation
pressure.
Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

Table 1.

Economic sectors with high or medium monopolisation in two or more countries
Assessed monopolisation

Antimonopoly laws facilitate the formation of monopoly*

Albania

BiH

Kosovo

Montenegro

North
Macedonia

Serbia

Albania

BiH

Kosovo

Montenegro

North
Macedonia

Serbia

Civil engineering

12%

41%

NA

25%

35%

30%

27%

27%

NA

22%

34%

31%

Construction of
buildings

41%

47%

NA

46%

26%

51%

48%

30%

NA

30%

26%

35%

Electricity, gas,
steam and air
conditioning
supply

47%

61%

38%

65%

74%

77%

54%

42%

38%

40%

43%

40%

Gambling and
betting activities

50%

58%

36%

42%

33%

38%

49%

41%

31%

33%

31%

25%

Programming
and broadcasting
activities

21%

32%

4%

20%

18%

64%

27%

25%

19%

31%

46%

40%

Telecommunications

59%

67%

46%

49%

67%

47%

63%

40%

30%

31%

53%

36%

Wholesale of
pharmaceutical
goods

56%

53%

58%

48%

53%

51%

53%

40%

49%

29%

46%

27%

Wholesale of solid,
liquid and gaseous
fuels and related
products

24%

35%

52%

15%

53%

42%

38%

30%

28%

20%

36%

33%

Wholesale of
tobacco products

18%

38%

48%

29%

20%

17%

29%

32%

45%

24%

26%

26%

* Share of experts opting for “Antimonopoly laws facilitate the formation of monopoly” when asked to estimate whether antimonopoly laws prevent, facilitate
or have no impact on the formation of monopolies
Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.
8

Bureau Van Dyke, Orbis Corporate Database.
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Besides typically vulnerable sectors across the
region, there are some sectors which exhibit high or
medium monopolisation pressure in only one of the
countries. These include: air transport and extraction
of crude petroleum in Serbia; pharmacy retail9 in
BiH; manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products
and pharmaceutical preparations, non-specialised
wholesale trade, and retail sale of automotive fuel
in specialised stores in Albania; waste collection,
treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery in
North Macedonia.
Energy is one of the sectors with high state-capture
vulnerability across the region, due to its high levels
of concentration, lack of transparency and inefficient
corporate governance structure of state-owned
enterprises and lack of adequate regulatory oversight.10
In this sector, the confluence of political meddling, poorly
managed state-owned enterprises and dependence
on foreign supply allows for widespread corruption
and abuse of public funds. It is also prone to external
pressure via foreign investments in supplies and transit
of gas and oil, as well as energy infrastructure projects.
The situation is further complicated by the high level of
energy dependence of the Western Balkans on external
actors, such as Russia. The sector is thus a natural starting
point of reforms, given the Western Balkan countries’
membership in the Energy Community, which can be a
critical pull factor. However, the achievement of lasting
liberalisation and democratisation of energy supply in
the region would require a much closer engagement
between the EU and local political elites, in order to
build capacity for independent regulation and strong
civic oversight.
Figure 10. Assessed share of monopolisation in the electricity
sector*

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
61%

Serbia
77%

Montenegro
Kosovo*
65%
38%
North
Mecedonia
74%
Albania
47%

* Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply.
Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.
9

The official name of the sector in English of NACE Rev.2 is
“Dispensing chemist in specialised stores”.

10

CSD, (2015), EU and NATO’s role in tackling energy security and
state capture risks in Europe, Policy Brief No. 47.

Another sector with high monopolisation pressure
across the region is telecommunications. Telecom
infrastructures of the WB6 countries are heterogeneous
in both technical and technological terms, as well as in
their distribution arrangements. Among its sub-sectors,
the assessed monopolisation of programming and
broadcasting is a particularly sensitive issue in Serbia
– all national television frequencies are either directly
controlled by the government or owned by those with
close ties to the people in power. This contributes to the
frequent compromising of journalistic independence of
in the country.11
Figure 11. Assessed share of monopolisation in the telecom
sector

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
67%

Serbia
47%

Montenegro
Kosovo*
49%
46%
North
Mecedonia
67%
Albania
59%

Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

The level of monopolisation in the pharmaceutical
sector across the WB6 is also high. This is particularly
worrying in the wake and the immediate aftermath
of the Covid-19 crisis. The pharmaceuticals market
in the Western Balkans faces a number of challenges,
such as a lack of enforcement of rules and standards,
limited access to drugs for low-income populations,
and conflicts of interest between public health and
industry objectives. It is not surprising that such an
environment allows for public procurement practices
that disproportionately favour local wholesalers or
dominant pharmacy chains. One of the consequences
of such lax regulatory practices is the noticeably higher
price of pharmaceuticals compared to the rest of
Europe. Moreover, the lack of a comprehensive system
to assess domestic procurement practices benefits the
wholesalers who already dominate the market and
are able to pass the extra cost to the consumer. These
wholesalers are able to win lucrative government
contracts due to their privileged access to decisionmakers.

11

Simić, J. (January 31, 2019), “Rise in Attacks on Journalists in Serbia
Prompts Concerns for Press Freedom,” Euractiv.
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Figure 12. Assessed share of monopolisation in the
pharmaceutical sector

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
53%

Serbia
51%

of SELDI’s CMS results,14 which show that the public
doubts the effectiveness of anticorruption reforms.
Even though high-level corruption cases dominate the
media, the everyday experience with corruption of
ordinary people is determined by interactions with low
level public officials at the institutional level.
Figure 13. Institutional enablers of state capture

Montenegro
Kosovo*
48%
58%
North
Mecedonia
53%
Albania
56%

Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

The deficient regulatory practices in the pharmaceutical
sector were reflected in a not so recent but emblematic
corruption case, which revealed some of the practices
feared to be widespread in the sector. In the Pfizer/
Wyeth subsidiary case, company representatives
allegedly paid millions of dollars in bribes to secure drug
markets in Eastern Europe, including those of Bulgaria,
Croatia and Serbia. Employees of the pharmaceutical
group working in subsidiaries in East European
countries, including in the Western Balkans, paid bribes
to doctors to increase sales. These kickbacks were made
to influence purchase approvals and facilitate customs
clearance.12

Institutional enablers of state capture

Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

Anticorruption policies are deemed especially ineffective
in construction-related public institutions in Albania
and North Macedonia, in labour inspectorates in BiH,
North Macedonia and Serbia, in media-related public
organisations in Kosovo and Serbia, and in mobility
and transport and agriculture-related authorities in
Albania. Energy, customs, tax authorities, privatisation,
healthcare and pharmaceuticals, procurement, and
local governance are also among the areas that highlight
the high ineffectiveness of anticorruption policies in
multiple Western Balkan countries.

Albania and Serbia rank worst across all six countries by
most of the factors enabling state capture (ineffectiveness
of anticorruption policies, lack of integrity, lack of
impartiality and selective enforcement biased to private
interests), especially on its critical proxy: private interest
bias.13 Ineffective anticorruption policies at the level of
public organisations are a problem in all these countries.
These results can be better understood in the context

12

Reuters (August 7, 2012), Pfizer settles foreign bribery case with U.S.
government; Courrrier des Balkans (2012), Corruption : Le Groupe
Pharmaceutique Pfizer « Arrosait » Largement En Europe Orientale Et
Dans Les Balkans.

13

Private interest bias is the indicator assesses directly the risk
of state capture. The score is the percentage of experts who
reckon, for a given public organisation, that the “control and
the imposing of sanctions are done selectively, and the choice
of whom to control or sanction follows private interests”.
This indicator addresses one of the strongest state capture
mechanisms: the use of public organisations not only to benefit
certain private parties (which can easily be interpreted in the
terms of classical corruption scenarios) but also as a tool or
weapon against the competitors of the captor.

14

SELDI (2019), Corruption in the Western Balkans: Trends and Policy
Options, Policy Brief No.9.
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Table 2.

Private interest bias by organisation
Serbia

Albania

Agriculture-related

67%

51%

Anticorruption, organised crime
and money laundering

44%

56%

67%

Construction-related bodies

27%

38%

Customs

58%

23%

29%

36%

35%

20%

25%

29%

50%

20%

Energy
control

sector

Environmental
control
Fiscal policies,
control

regulation

and

regulation

and

regulation

25%

and

Labour conditions control and
regulation; Employment policies

89%

33%

56%

Pharmacy and health related
control and regulatory bodies

42%

Privatisation and post-privatisation
control, restitution

25%

44%

Procurement

33%

37%

Tax and audit authorities

39%
52%

55%

Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

Private interest bias indicates actual state capture-like
behaviour of public organisations which are not merely
ineffective or inactive, but also benefit specific private
interests. It is especially concerning that four of the
six countries (Serbia, Albania, BiH and Montenegro)
have high private interest bias scores in the area of
anticorruption, organised crime and money laundering
prevention. Half of the experts (two-thirds in the case
of BiH) assess organisations with such responsibilities
to be pursuing private agendas rather than the public
good. This means that rather than keep setting up
new commissions, agencies or departments tasked
with tackling a specific issue (more often publicity
stunts than actual solutions for endemic problems),
governments should focus on building strong and
effective anticorruption protocols within existing public
organisations.15

15

40%

10%

20%

33%
21%

44%
32%

39%
33%

75%
50%

insurance

49%

57%

Mobility and transport

health

30%

24%

67%
29%

58%

Montenegro

51%

Mining and mineral resources

Social and
authorities

Kosovo

38%

Local government
Media-related bodies

BiH

North
Macedonia

Organisation type

State-of-the-art instruments can facilitate such reforms.
One example is CSD’s Monitoring Anti-Corruption Policy
Implementation (MACPI) toolkit which has been used with great
success in various types of public organisations in multiple
European countries, including several Western Balkan ones.

21%
80%
20%

37%
31%

27%

50%

27%

20%

32%

28%

39%

37%
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THE REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENT

I

n the range of anticorruption tools, the Western
Balkan countries have achieved most progress in
the development of their statutory laws. Overall,
they have adopted the international anticorruption
standards in their national legislations, including
provisions about the bulk of the mandatory corruption
offences under UNCAC, as well as about some nonmandatory.
Not only was a broad spectrum of laws adopted or
changed but the changes were numerous. This gave a
certain dynamism to the development of the regulatory
regimes, which in turn created an appearance of progress.
While a certain volatility of the legal environment for
anticorruption can be expected – corruption responds to
pressure by changing form and moving to other social
loci instead of disappearing – the regulatory activism
in the Western Balkans was not the result of a feedback
mechanism for the effectiveness of policies. It was rather a
response to growing demand for integrity in governance
coming from the domestic public and international
partners. The task now for the national governments is
to keep up with the shifting manifestations and forms
of corruption while maintaining regulatory stability and
avoiding overwhelming the judiciary with rapid changes
of the applicable laws.

The strategic framework
When initially introduced, the specialised anticorruption
laws and strategies were intended as an indication to
the national public and international partners that
governments took the problem of corruption very
seriously and were determined to take extraordinary
measures against it. The overarching strategies were
warranted by the scale of the problem that needed
rolling back and therefore the range of regulations that
had to be changed or created. All of these measures
aimed to disrupt the informal channels of influence
over government decisions. While they may have had
some limited success in doing so, they also interfered
– by their very design – with already established
constitutional arrangements, presenting governments
with a dilemma.
The reason behind the dilemma was that corruption is a
concept of policy, even of politics, but its manifestations
– and therefore the tools for its counteracting – are too
multifaceted and (in the case of the Western Balkans)
too diffused throughout social domains to be submitted
to the authority of a single body or piece of legislation.
The way out was to design overarching strategies
integrating all the aspects of an anticorruption agenda.

The common elements in the national strategies and
action plans in the Western Balkans included raising
awareness, prevention and repression of corruption.
Such strategic documents in the fight against corruption
have been adopted in North Macedonia,16 BiH, Albania17
and Kosovo along with their action plans.
The constitutional complexity of BiH provides that
the state-level strategy (dating back to 2015) serves as
basis for the anticorruption strategies of lower levels
entities.18 Serbia and Montenegro have not adopted
new anti-corruption strategies or action plans, since the
previous ones expired, respectively in 2018 and 2014.
In addition to the main strategies against corruption
North Macedonia, Serbia and Albania have adopted
other strategic documents in the area of justice
and public administration reform. The existence of
anticorruption agencies is regulated by law in Kosovo,
North Macedonia, Serbia, and Montenegro. Albania
does not have a special regulation for the agency but
this role is exercised by the Anti-Corruption Task Force
established in 2018.19

Legislative developments
During the last three years, the main changes in the
legislation of the Western Balkan countries – both entirely
new laws and changes to existing ones – have been
focused on preventing conflicts of interest, protection
of whistle-blowers, requirements for the submission
of asset declarations by public officials, establishment
of new anticorruption-related institutions, enhancing
institutional coordination, as well as other issues of
importance for the prevention of corruption.

16

Both North Macedonian strategic documents – the outgoing
Strategy 2016-2019 and upcoming Strategy 2020-2024 – are
designed in coordination with the country’s strategic goals in the
fight against corruption, development and reform processes.

17

The new Action Plan Against Corruption 2020-2023 was
approved and the duration of the anticorruption strategy was
changed from 2015-2020 into 2015-2023, by DCM No. 516 dated
July 1, 2020.

18

Brčko District has no anticorruption strategy. All cantons have
their strategies except Sarajevo Canton and Bosnia-Podrinje
Canton, while Sarajevo Canton has adopted just one action plan.
Bosnia-Podrinje and the West Herzegovina Canton still have not
adopted one.

19

Since 2018, the unit has been under the authority of the executive
(Minister of Justice). More recently Albania has introduced
specialised prosecution and court units to deal with corruption
and organised crime cases.
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Table 3:

Status of key anticorruption regulations

Country/ regulation

North Macedonia

Albania

Montenegro

Serbia

BiH

Kosovo

Specialised
anticorruption law

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Provisions in the Law
on the Agency for
Prevention of Corruption

Yes

Conflict of interest

Provisions in the
Law on Prevention of
Corruption and Conflict
of Interest

Law

Provisions in the
Law on Prevention
of Corruption

Law

Law

Law

Anticorruption
Agency

Yes, regulated in the
Law on Prevention of
Corruption and Conflict
of Interest”

No

Yes, regulated
in the Law on
Prevention of
Corruption

Yes, regulated
in a special
law

Yes, regulated in a
special law

Yes, regulated
in a special
law

Political Party
Financing

Law

Law

Law

Law

Law

Law

Lobbying

Law

No

Law

Law

No

Law

Whistle-blower

Law

Law

Provisions in the
Law on Prevention
of Corruption

Law

Law

Law

Free Access to
Information

Law

Law

Law

Law

Law20

Law

Small advancements have been made with regard to
clientelism and nepotism. BiH has also addressed
clientelism, nepotism and trade in influence in its Criminal
Code. In Kosovo, the specialised anticorruption law does
not cover clientelism and nepotism, which are regulated
in the new Criminal Code, adopted in early 2019. Albania
also does not have regulation for nepotism and clientelism.
Box 3. The “envelope affair” in Montenegro
This case broke in January 2019 in a video showing
Slavoljub “Migo” Stijepovic, then Mayor of Podgorica,
senior official in the Democratic Party of Socialists
(DPS) and later adviser to the President, receiving
€97,500 from businessman Dusko Knezevic, chairman
of the Montenegro-based Atlas group. Formerly close to
power, Knezevic claimed to have indirectly made this
donation to Milo Djukanovic’s party (the DPS) through
Migo Stijepovic.21 It has raised questions about whether
the party has hidden sources of funds that have helped
it hold on to power for the past three decades. Dusko
Knezevic said the donation was made to fund an election
campaign, relying on the purchase of votes before the 2016
legislative elections. Prosecutors accused him of money
laundering and the Anti-Corruption Agency launched a
misdemeanour procedure against the DPS, although its
decision on concluding the procedure has not been made
public for almost a year. Knezevic told the media that he
has given money to the party for the last 25 years.22
20

There is legislation at the state and entity level, but only partly in
line with international and European standards.

21

Institut Alternativa (April 22, 2019), Blog: One Hundred Days of
the ‘Envelope Affair’.
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Biscevic, T. (February 2, 2019), “Montenegrins demand end to corrupt
regime,” OCCRP; Samir Kajosevic, S. (January 25, 2019). “‘Envelope’
Affair Raises Suspicion over Montenegrin Party Funds.” BIRN.

A number of policies have been undertaken in recent
years to address conflict of interest as a means of
combating corruption and strengthening the integrity
of government institutions in the region. The legal
framework in this area has been amended during the
last three years in North Macedonia (2019), Albania
(2018) and Kosovo (2018) to cover conflicts of interest in
the exercise of public office, public officials’ reporting
of their assets, and the development of online asset
declaration systems. In the case of North Macedonia,
the prevention of conflict of interest and the prevention
of corruption are joined into a single legal act. In Albania
an online system for asset declaration by senior officials
was established, which makes face-to-face contact
between the officials processing asset declarations and
the civil servants submitting them unnecessary. There
is a legal framework for conflict of interest in BiH at
state and entity levels but it is weak as regards both the
rules and the way they are enforced.
As regards the regulation of lobbying, the current
law in North Macedonia has been in place for more
than 10 years without any real implementation. The
process of drafting a new law started in 2019 but after
several reactions from civil society the process has been
postponed. No legal amendments have been introduced
in Montenegro, despite the poor implementation of
the current law. In Serbia, lobbying regulation was
introduced in 2019. Although the Anticorruption
Agency is the primary institution responsible for the
implementation of this law it has no obligation to
publish lobbying reports. Albania has an electronic
database for registering of lobbyists, but no actual
regulation of lobbing. This practice is not regulated at
all in BiH and Kosovo.

The regulatory environment

In the last three years, North Macedonia, Kosovo, Serbia,
and Montenegro made amendments to laws on the
financing of political parties and campaign finance.
Legal changes in Kosovo and North Macedonia concern
increased transparency of the ways of financing and in
the amount of public funds received by political parties.
In Serbia, ahead of the 2020 parliamentary elections, the
government amended the laws on the Anticorruption
Agency, on public enterprises and on the financing of
political activities in order to strengthen the separation
of government and party functions, prevent the use
of public assets in election campaigns, and establish
the deadline within which the Anticorruption Agency
needs to rule on possible violations of the law. In BiH,
the legal standards in this area are in need of alignment
with international standards, particularly following
recommendations by the Group of States Against
Corruption (GRECO). As regards campaign financing,
in North Macedonia the Electoral Code has been
amended thirteen times in the last three years in order to
further implement GRECO and EU recommendations.
In terms of enforcement, the audit of political parties’
financial statements is carried out by the supreme audit
authorities, the electoral commissions (Albania) or the
specialised anticorruption agencies (North Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia); in the latter case, the agency
can request the national audit institution to audit the
reports submitted by political parties.
All Western Balkan countries have adopted legislation
on whistle-blowing and whistle-blower protection.
Kosovo had an old law on whistle-blowers (the wording
in the old law was “informants”), but it did not meet
the legal requirements for whistle-blower protection,
so after many delays and pressure from the EU and
CSOs, the new law was finally adopted. In Serbia and
Montenegro,23 although the adoption of such a law was
expected to increase the overall number of reporting
of instances of corruption, this has not happened and
as a result the regulation has not been fully effective.
Overall, in the Western Balkans these regulations are
in the early stages of implementation and therefore the
public’s knowledge and the confidence in the laws are
low. In terms of public attitudes, there is still a stigma
attached to whistle-blowing and the enforcement
institutions need to work on raising awareness and
promoting safe reporting.
Legal amendments have also taken place to extend
the scope of anticorruption provisions in the criminal
legislation. These consist in increasing the number of
incriminated offenses, increasing the speed of procedures,
and facilitating access to justice. North Macedonia, for
example, incriminated trading in influence, abuse of
23

Montenegro does not have a separate law on whistle-blowing
but only a chapter in the Law for the Prevention of Corruption.
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public office, bribery in the private sector, bribery by
foreign nationals, etc. In Albania, the Criminal Code,
the Criminal Procedure Code and the Civil Code were
amended to bring more efficiency and faster procedures,
shortening the duration and number of civil proceedings
cases. In Serbia, pursuant to the ratification of UNCAC, it
is necessary to make amendments to the Criminal Code
to include the offence of illegal enrichment.
Box 4. The case of the ARMO refiner in Albania
Prime Minister Edi Rama is alleged by the opposition
to have de facto given €50 million to the ARMO oil
refiner’s owner through unpaid due taxes. In reality,
it turned out that this money allegedly was collected
by the Prime Minister himself, with the refinery
just being used as a façade.24 This money would
have paid the wages of Albanian oil workers, who
protested for not receiving their November 2017
salaries. In that year, refineries of the ARMO’s group
(Ballsh and Fier) did not work for several weeks, and
companies did not pay social security contributions
for almost a year, not to mention disrespect for other
workers’ rights, such as overtime pay.25 In 2019, the
tax authorities revealed a list of the biggest debtors,
at the top of which appeared to be oil refinery ARMO,
owing an amount of €67.7 million. In fact, the oil
processing refinery of ARMO has constantly been
subjected to mismanagement linked to lax public
oversight since it was privatised in 2008. The refinery
has been rented out by a mysterious company,
Trading Petrol and Drilling, not paying its tax dues
and finally being abandoned by that company.26
An important element of a system of governance that
prevents state capture is antimonopoly legislation.
SELDI’s State Capture Diagnostics provides an
assessment of the (in)effectiveness of antimonopoly
laws – together with another measurable indicator,
monopolisation pressure, it allows for an evaluation of
the overall business state capture in a country. Ineffective
laws allow special interests to exercise monopolisation
pressure across countries and economic sectors.
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European Affairs (January 24, 2018). “ARMO as an example of Edi
Rama’s corruption.”
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Environment South East Europe (February 04, 2018). “State of the
Albanian refineries: debt, corruption and bankruptcy.”
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Tirana Times (October 14, 2019). “Back taxes reach amount of 880
million euros with oil refinery company A.R.M.O dominating.”
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Figure 14. Fines imposed by the North Macedonian
Commission for the Protection of Competition*

Figure 15. Ineffectiveness of antimonopoly laws

Source: SELDI SCAD, 2020.

* Fines for prohibited contracts, decisions and harmonised behaviour
between companies.
Source: North Macedonian Commission for the Protection of Competition (20152019), Annual Reports.

SELDI’s SCAD shows that Albania has the least
effective antimonopoly laws among the countries
under review (52 out of 10027), followed by Kosovo
(26), BiH (24), Serbia (22), North Macedonia (20) and
Montenegro (19) (Figure 15). It is typical for economies
in transition, such as those in the Western Balkans, to
have strong regulatory and economic barriers to market
entry. The legal framework regulating the barriers of
entry, such as licensing restrictions, trade rules or
various administrative requirements is often skewed in
favour of privileged actors, which helps them develop
and sustain monopoly power. Ineffective antitrust laws
or their weak implementation then contributes to the
entrenchment of monopolies. The regulatory quality of
the region thus remains relatively low in comparison
to EU countries.28 The vetting of concentrations of
stock trading companies for antimonopoly purposes
is mostly formal. Although competition authorities
do carry out reviews and investigations of companies,
typically there are no conclusions for specific cases and
the market continues to be dominated by companies
associated with political power.

During the last three years, in the Western Balkan
countries the laws on public procurement have been
revised frequently. This is indicative of a certain level
of regulatory uncertainty and the fact that policies have
been trying to keep up with various malpractices. The
purpose for these legal amendments was to increase
the independence of oversight institutions, increase
prudence, strengthen punitive measures, and increase
impartiality in decision making.
Given the still tenuous but increasingly prospective
linkage which the European Union seeks to establish
between the protection of its financial interests and
respect of the rule of law in individual countries,
public procurement can be expected to feature more
prominently in this agenda in the future. In the Western
Balkans public procurement is an area of heightened
corruption risk as it is used not only to procure goods
and services for the public benefit but often to transfer
public funds into private pockets. It is all the more
appropriate, then, that procurement is now considered
part of the so-called fundamentals – areas of negotiations
with the candidate countries which will receive special
attention (to be “opened first and closed last”).
SELDI’s assessment of public procurement in the
Western Balkan countries reveals that it is particularly
adversely affected by the following vulnerabilities:
• The terms of the procurement tenders are often
designed to favour specific bidders.
• There is poor oversight and enforcement of contract
terms.
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A score of 0 corresponds to perfect effectiveness, while 100
indicates complete ineffectiveness.
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Buccirossi P., Ciari L. (2018), “Western Balkans and the Design of
Effective Competition Law: The Role of Economic, Institutional
and Cultural Characteristics.” In: Begović B., Popović D. (eds)
Competition Authorities in South Eastern Europe (Springer), pp.
7-41.

• There is very high percentage of direct contracts
(concluded through a negotiating procedure).
• There is a large number of tenders with only one
bidder.
• There is a large share of contracts concluded as

The regulatory environment
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a result of a negotiated procedure without prior
announcement of the contract notice.
• Compliance with public-private
procedures is poorly monitored.

partnership

• The administrative capacities for enforcement are
insufficient.
• Frequent regulatory amendments create confusion
for contractors and bidders.
• There is continued use of lowest price as the main
criterion in tenders, even the law allows to use best
value offer.
Overall, there is very low level of competition in
public tenders – the number of bidders, which is a key
indicator of competition in the process, is decreasing.
This is the result of a number of factors, including
complicated formal requirements for participation,
lack of trust by private business in the fairness of the
procedures and the fact that there are few potential
providers on the market.
The integrity of public procurement is also compromised
through faulty law-making. In Montenegro, for
example, the applicable law was rushed through
as a “temporary solution”, which then existed until
2019, only to be amended in a similarly truncated
procedure with no public discussion. The integrity of
the enforcement is then weakened by compromising
the independence of the oversight institutions. In the
case of Montenegro, the 2019 legislative changes turned
the Public Procurement Office of Montenegro – a
public authority which should be independent – into a
department of the Ministry of Finance, thus making it
susceptible to political intervention.29
A problem specific to BiH, due to its complex
administrative and territorial setup, is the
extremely complicated concessions system. There are
14 concessions laws and 14 concessions commissions
at the state, entity, canton and Brčko levels.
Enforcement is dispersed among many line ministries,
commissions, tax institutions, and therefore a suitable
ground for various machinations and corruption
pressure.
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ANTICORRUPTION IN
PRACTICE: THE EXECUTIVE
AND THE LEGISLATURE

Specialised anticorruption institutions
The establishment of executive institutions with
exclusive anticorruption competences faced the
same conundrums as specialised laws and strategies,
described in the previous chapter – they had to either fit
within the existing checks and balances of the branches
of power or disrupt them. The specific dilemma for
anticorruption agencies was that too few powers
would render them useless, which would further
increase public distrust of government; too many, and
they risked becoming tools for partisan political goals.
The Western Balkan countries have resolved these
dilemmas in different ways. At one end, there are
Kosovo and Albania. There is just an eight-person
Office of Good Governance within the Office of
the Prime Minister of Kosovo, which monitors the
drafting and implementation of strategic documents
against corruption, oversees anticorruption policies
in the executive branch. In Albania, the Ministry of
Justice performs the function of National Coordinator
against Corruption, having a key role in the drafting,
implementation and monitoring of the anticorruption
strategy and action plan.
The arrangements in the other countries are more
elaborate. In Serbia, there is the Anti-Corruption
Agency, with a fairly broad remit (monitoring and
policy making, conflict of interest resolution, initiating
changes and adoption of regulations in the field of
anti-corruption, coordinating other anticorruption
bodies, etc.); there is also an Anti-Corruption Council,
an expert advisory body of the government. According
to the European Commission, “operational steps have
been taken to strengthen the mandate and to ensure the
independence of the Anti-Corruption Agency, as well
as to enhance its capacities with a view to implementing
the law on the prevention of corruption upon its entry
into force in September 2020.”30
The Montenegrin Agency for the Prevention of
Corruption has a similarly broad mandate – the
implementation of measures for prevention of conflict
of interest, collecting and checking the reports on assets
and income of public officials, receiving and acting upon
whistle-blower reports, protecting whistle-blowers, the
enforcement of the law on financing of political parties,
election campaigns and lobbying.

and all of them are established by formal decision
of the governments or parliaments and have their
own jurisdictions.31 At state level, the Agency for the
Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the
Fight against Corruption, reporting to parliament, is
responsible for prevention, education and coordination
of anticorruption activities, including the analysis
of corruption trends, development of anticorruption
policies and monitoring of their implementation.
North Macedonia’s State Commission for Prevention
of Corruption has a more robust enforcement mandate:
it initiates proceeding before competent bodies for
dismissal, deployment, replacement or application of
other liability measures, and brings criminal charges
against elected and appointed officials and authorised
officers at public administration bodies. The 2019
changes in its legal framework resulted in an increased
number of ex-officio cases initiated, as well as those
initiated upon public request – a significant change on
what the commission was known for in the previous
period. The European Commission notes that the
“State Commission for Prevention of Corruption has
been particularly pro-active in preventing corruption
and opened a high number of cases, including those
involving high-level officials from across the political
spectrum.”32
Parliamentary oversight is an important guarantee
of the independence of anticorruption agencies
in the executive branch. BiH has a specialised
parliamentary commission monitoring of the work of
the anticorruption agency. It initiates the procedure of
appointment and dismissal of the director and deputy
director of the agency, and reviews the agency’s
activity reports and financial statements. Under a
similar arrangement in Montenegro, the parliamentary
anticorruption committee oversees the work of the
anticorruption agency and nominates members of the
agency’s council. The committee also discusses the
agency’s annual performance report before it comes to
the plenary discussion.
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It has been moved from under the jurisdiction of one institution
to another – for the period 2015-2017, the Minister of State for
Local Affairs was responsible for implementation of the AntiCorruption Strategy and currently the Minister of Justice is in
charge.
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European Commission (2020), North Macedonia 2020 Report, p. 5.

In BiH, due to its’ complex set-up, there are
14 anticorruption bodies at all levels of government
30

European Commission (2020), Serbia 2020 Report, p. 5.
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Prevention of legislative capture and
corruption in party funding
Legal regulations against legislative capture in the
Western Balkan countries still do not provide an
adequate protection from undue influence by special
interests in the adoption of laws.
In Serbia, the Anti-Corruption Agency (ACAS) will
have а new role as the primary institution for the
implementation of the law on lobbying members of
parliament, employees in executive branch, institutions
of local self-governance, state owned enterprises
and other public institutions. Yet ACAS is not under
obligation to publish lobbying reports.33

Table 4.

In BiH, the legislative process is still not sufficiently
public. There are no public hearings or proper
involvement of stakeholders, and there is hidden
influence on decision-making (lobbying). The frequent
use of urgent procedures makes the capture of the
legislative process in many situations easier. There is a
law regulating the financing of political parties, but there
have been several complaints on its implementation
and provisions, mostly in terms of oversight, control
and sanctions.36 Political parties are not obligated to
record revenues of up to 100 convertible marks (~€50),
which contributes to the creation of black funds to
finance hidden campaign costs not shown in the official
financial statements. Political parties operate multiple
transaction accounts in banks and cash, which prevents
adequate monitoring of money and control. Not all
contributions are included in the official accounts too,
such as from party affiliates who are employed in the
public sector, which is also a way of abusing public
money, especially from public companies.37

Anticorruption in parliament

Country

Ethical
code

Anticorruption
committee

Note

Serbia





Although an ethical code was first drafted almost ten years ago, it is still
not adopted. The Committee on Administrative, Budgetary, Mandate
and Immunity Issues according to the Rules of Procedures of the National
Assembly has authorities to tackle conflict of interest and it is authorised
to „adopt general and individual acts regulating issues of status and the
material position, rights and duties of MPs.

BiH





A specific article on anticorruption and several on conflict of interest in the
Code of Conduct passed in 2015 for the state parliament.

Albania





The code of ethics and a handbook on conduct in parliament include existing
legal provisions providing guidance to MPs on legal and ethical issues,
and measures for the registration and disclosure of finances, gifts, lobbying
contacts, and conflicts of interest.

Kosovo





No specific rules for MPs.



Welcoming the adoption of a Code of Ethics, GRECO encouraged “the
authorities to implement effectively the procedure for complaining and
initiating proceedings against the violation of this Code by parliamentarians.”

Montenegro



34

North
Macedonia





The parliament of North Macedonia committed to increase its transparency
under the Open Government Partnership initiative, but these commitments
are yet to be put in practice. According to GRECO, the Code of Ethics “does
not prescribe specific conduct for various situations of conflicts of interest and
interactions with lobbyists,” pointing out that the imposition of sanctions for
breaches is at the discretion of the supervisory body and their dissuasiveness
questionable.35
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Đokić, K. et al. (March 2019) , PreEUgovor ALARM: Izveštaj o
napretku Srbije u poglavljima 23 i 24, p.34.
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GRECO (February 2020), Fourth Evaluation Round, Corruption
prevention in respect of members of parliament, judges and
prosecutors, Second Compliance Report Montenegro, p.7.

35

GRECO (October 2020), Fourth Evaluation Round, Prevention
of corruption in respect of members of parliament, judges and
prosecutors, Interim Compliance Report North Macedonia, p.15.
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Transparency International BiH, Finansiranje političkih stranaka i
kampanja.
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POD LUPOM, Transparentnost Finansiranja Političkih Stranaka U
BiH.
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Lobbying is not regulated by a specific law in Kosovo.
Legislation concerning the transparency of the
legislative process and citizen participation in decisionmaking and policy-making are difficult to implement
in practice, even though the legal framework provides
all the necessary legal reasons to be implemented.
As for the financing of political entities, in June 2019,
after much criticism from civil society and part of the
opposition of a proposed amendment to the draft
law – mostly related to the concealment of sponsors
and donors of political parties and the right given to
political parties to delete the names of these donors –
the government of Kosovo withdrew the amendment.
The legislative developments in Montenegro on the
financing of political parties and election campaigns
introduced in December 2019, can be expected to increase
the integrity in this area, although it is early to properly
account for all effects. The timeframe for reporting on
budgetary spending and social aid has been halved; the
allocation of aid from the budgetary reserve is forbidden
both on the local and central level during the entire
electoral year; legal entities founded and partially or
majority owned by the state or local self-governments are
prohibited from writing off debts to citizens, including
bills for electricity, water and all types of public services
in the period starting the day the elections are announced
until one month after the elections.
In 2019, a draft proposal for a new Law on Lobbying
was submitted in the North Macedonian parliament.
The existing legislation had been made dysfunctional
because the Constitutional Court annulled a provision
in the law requiring the use of registered lobbyists for all
interested parties because it was not clearly defined and
possible abuse could happen. Among other things, the
annulment of the provision protected the right of civic
organisations to advocate and influence legislation. The
draft law, however, again did not discriminate between
different actors in the private sector, inflicting an undue
burden on civic organisations to register as, or hire,
lobbyists. The process of adopting the draft law was
stopped and returned to the Ministry of Justice.

Access to information
The availability and ease of access to information
about the functioning of government agencies are key
indicators of management capacity and transparency –
themselves indicative of the level of integrity of the civil
service.
Although all Western Balkan countries have some form
of freedom of information provisions, the institutional
setup for implementation of the legislation and
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protection of the right of access to information varies
significantly. In Bosnia and Herzegovina some weak
powers in this regard are granted to the Ombudsperson.
In July 2019, an Information and Privacy Agency was
established in Kosovo. However, the process of electing
its commissioner was opposed by civil society due to a
lack of qualified candidates for parliament to vote on.38
In Albania, Montenegro and Serbia, such institutions
are in charge of both data protection and freedom of
information, with independent commissioners in Albania
and Serbia and an agency in Montenegro all answerable
to parliament. In North Macedonia, there is an Agency
for the Protection of the Right to Free Access to Public
Information, answerable to parliament, which replaced
the collegiate commission under new legislation.
In Serbia, a draft law39 published by the Ministry for
Public Administration and Local Self Governments does
not aim to overcome existing problems – decreasing
transparency and restrictions on the right to free access
to information, neither in terms of procedures and
scope of implementation, nor in terms of strengthening
institutional capacities for protecting this right. Quite
the opposite, it envisages solutions which aim to exclude
public companies from this law, as well as the possibility
of the first instance public authorities to file administrative
lawsuits against decisions of the commissioner for
information of public importance and personal data
protection, whose task is to control their work.
The situation is similar in Montenegro. A proposal
for a new access to information law envisages serious
limitations to the right of free access to information.
“Abuse of the right” to access information is
introduced as a basis for rejecting a request, while
general and imprecise formulation allows these
provisions to be applied arbitrarily in almost every case.
The draft law allows information to be classified – for
example, absolute restrictions on access to information
in the intelligence and security sector are introduced,
as well as information exchanged in cooperation with
international organisations or other countries. It also
envisages that the basis for withholding information
may be introduced by other laws, which means that the
list of exceptions is unlimited. Bearing in mind the fact
that the free access to information represents the main
tool for the civil society’s work, it is safe to say that this
law, if adopted in its current content, will continue to
increase the worrying trends of shrinking the space for
civil society.
38

Lëvizja FOL. LAJME. ‘Të anulohet përzgjedhja e komisionerit për
informim dhe privatësi.’
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The procedure started at the beginning of 2018 and should have
been finished at the end 2019 but is still in a drafting stage as of
October 2020.
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National audit institutions
The weakness of mechanisms for ensuring the
implementation of the recommendations and
remedying of the problems identified in state audit
reports is an issue in all of the countries of the region.
This includes both the measures taken by the audit
institutions themselves, as well as the missing follow-up
from other institutions in charge of financial oversight,
primarily parliaments who use the outputs of audit
institutions sparingly and without in-depth monitoring
of implementation of recommendations.
The productivity of audit institutions varies among
countries, ranging from obligatory audit of all institutions
each year (such as in BiH) that leads to repetitive and
low-quality reports, to just a few reports produced per
year, with some entities being audited once per decade
or not at all (such as in Montenegro). In most of the
countries (except North Macedonia) the independence
of the audit institutions is protected by law. However,
budgetary independence remains an issue of concern,
with audit institutions in BiH and Serbia subject to direct
influence from the executive (e.g. cutting their budget)
and procedures that allow for this in other countries. In
2019 in North Macedonia, a long delay by parliament
in electing the Chief Auditor (leaving the Audit Office
to be run by acting directors) demonstrated that the
appointment is seen as highly political and was left until
the very end since inter-party negotiations could not
produce an agreement on the person to be elected.

The civil service
Reforms aimed at enhancing the integrity of the public
administration in the Western Balkan countries, driven
mostly by the European Union and the promise of EU
accession, have resulted in all of the countries adopting
civil service laws. The countries have developed
various mechanisms for preventing and combating
corruption among civil servants, ranging from very
complex ones, such as in BiH, where these issues are
regulated by numerous and autonomous laws for each
of the specified levels of government, to more simple
ones, such as in Kosovo, where there are no specific
anticorruption provisions in the law on civil servants,
but only in the Code of Conduct of Civil Servants and
the anticorruption law. However, implementation of
these mechanisms and repression policies remain rather
weak and without tangible effect, thus creating fertile
ground for unethical behaviour in the civil service to
become acceptable.
In all the Western Balkan countries, senior civil servants
and particularly some special categories of civil servants

employed in sectors of high corruption risk (police, tax
administration, customs, etc.) are obliged to report
their assets and income to the competent institutions.
However, the institutions in charge of the control of
assets and income are mostly focused on elected public
officials, rather than on civil servants.
Figure 16. The civil service trusted more than political parties*

* 2019; share of the public who “tend to trust”
Source: Standard Eurobarometer 92

An additional requirement for senior officials to report
the income and assets of their spouses, unmarried
partners and underage children if they live in the same
household was introduced in Serbia. Officials who
fail to do so would be subject to a warning or public
recommendation for dismissal by the anticorruption
agency. The arrangement in Montenegro is similar, with
the difference that the anticorruption agency can launch
a misdemeanour procedure. In Albania, the enforcement
of integrity rules for civil servants is done within the
executive – by the Department of Public Administration.
An independent public body (the Commissioner for
the Oversight of the Civil Service) monitors the legality
of the implementation of the civil service legislation; it
also oversees law enforcement and the management
in all institutions that employ civil servants. The asset
declarations for Kosovo civil servants are required
not only on an annual basis, but also at the request of
the anticorruption agency and upon termination or
dismissal from the position. The asset declarations of the
North Macedonian civil servants are also overseen by the
country’s anticorruption agency. In 2019, the government
drafted a law on senior civil service management, which
is intended to reform the modalities for the appointment
of state secretaries in the administration and directors
of public enterprises. Even though the analysis and
support for the development of institutional integrity
plans is one of the pillars of accountability in the public
administration reform, the anticorruption agency started
working on this task only in 2020.
The legislative framework that regulates recruitment
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and dismissal is generally good or sufficiently clear on
introduction of merit-based elements into recruitment
and dismissal procedures. However, these are rarely
applied in practice, with institutions lacking either
capacity or will to limit discretionary decisions and
incorporate more merit-based aspects.
In almost all of the countries there is a problem with
dismissals that are annulled by the courts, indicating
shortcomings in the implementation of warranted
demotion or dismissal of civil servants. Instability
of the top managerial positions in the civil service is
high in countries such as North Macedonia, indicating
potentially discretionary dismissals. In some cases,
the legal framework regulating integrity issues in
civil service is “complex and highly fragmented”
endangering its implementation.40 In Albania,
court decisions on unfair dismissal from the public
administration continue to have negative effects for
the state budget.41 OECD’s 2017 assessment about BiH
that there is a “need to prevent a constant intention at
all levels to allow direct or indirect political influence
on appointments to senior managerial posts” is still
valid today.42 In Serbia, the legal framework allows for
too discretionary and potentially unfair dismissals of
senior civil servants43 with political influence on senior
managerial appointments highlighted as an issue of
serious concern by the EC.44
Although in all of the countries the legal framework on
public sector integrity has been strengthened and new
institutions set up or existing upgraded, the practical
results are weak. In North Macedonia, the regulations
still allow impunity for offenders and unfair use by the
authorities of the disciplinary process.45 In Montenegro,
broad political discretion in appointment of senior civil
servants is a persistent feature. In Kosovo, although the
regulations prescribe clear limitations on the political
party roles of officials and those occupying senior
40

OECD (2017), Monitoring Report: The Principles of Public
Administration, Albania, SIGMA OECD, Paris.
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The effect on the state budget for unfair dismissals of employees
was estimated at about USD 22 million in 2017 (ALSAI, Raporti
Vjetor I Performancës 2018).
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p. 7.
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European Commission (2019), Serbia 2019 Report, p.3. In its
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on the three Commission recommendations of last year, which
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positions,46 they are still “highly vulnerable to undue
political influences.”47 In Serbia, the anticorruption agency
does not have the power to enforce specific sanctions or
measures in cases related to integrity plans governing
recruitment processes. In BiH the anticorruption agency
is not active at all levels of governance and it has limited
powers to enforce integrity plans.
All Western Balkan countries have legal and
institutional frameworks for internal control in
the public administration, although in practice the
mechanisms operate at suboptimal level and their
results are not visible to the public. The work of
inspectorates has been marked by lack of transparency,
shortage of inspectors, overlapping of competences,
problems with the announcement of inspections in
advance (such as when inspectors do not respect the
schedule for advance warning and use this to put
pressure on the inspected entity with an unannounced
visit), and misuse of inspections by exercising excessive
control as means for rent-seeking. The government of
Serbia48 has made an effort to digitalise and coordinate
the work of the inspectorates by introducing an
e-inspectorate mechanism connecting 36 inspectorates
in one information system with the aim to create
an archive on the entities across sectors and avoid
excessive inspections. At the beginning of 2019, the
state inspectorates’ service in Albania was reorganised
to avoid overlapping of legal competences between
inspectorates.49 The e-inspectorate system in Albania
increased five-fold the inspections done online, which
is a step towards greater transparency. A difficulty
specific to BiH50 is that the designation of compliance
assessment bodies and the application of compliance
assessment procedures are not ensured consistently
throughout the country. In this respect, the Federation
entity and Brčko District implement the state-level law
on technical requirements for products and conformity
assessment, while Republika Srpska implements its
own law on technical regulations and a regulation on
conformity assessment procedures and the appointment
of respective compliance assessment bodies.
46
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In Serbia, work of the inspectorates is regulated by the Law
on Inspection Oversight (2015, 2018), with the Coordination
Commission for Inspectorates Oversight serving as the body for
coordination of activities of 43 inspectorates.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina has 120 compliance assessment bodies
(68 testing laboratories, 2 medical and 8 calibration laboratories,
2 product certification bodies and 40 inspection bodies).
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Figure 17. Rule of law and government effectiveness index,
2014-2018*

In addition, not much has been achieved in building
an internal system that recognises merits in work,
acknowledges differences between employees who
achieve greater and those who achieve lesser results, and
takes into account the complexity of the cases.
Figure 18. Police most trusted in Serbia, least in Albania*

* The performance scale ranges from zero to 20, where higher positive values
correspond to better indicator results and lower negative values indicate
poorer performance.
Source: The Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) 2014-2018. 51

According to the Worldwide Governance Indicators
(WGI), only Albania and Kosovo have made significant
progress on government effectiveness and rule of law.
On average, WB6 percentile rankings regressed in both
categories (Figure 17).

Law enforcement
Law enforcement agencies in the region are a weak link
in the system of criminal justice. As noted in previous
Regional Anticorruption Reports, their anticorruption
role is highly compromised by their high vulnerability
to corruption, which is the result of a number of factors,
chief among which is political capture. They remain
politicised and an instrument in the hands of political
elites. At the heart of this problem is recruitment and
promotion of officials, senior management and officers
based on political affiliation instead of merit.
Specialised police units in the region are typically
embedded in the larger police forces or the ministries
of interior, which deprive them of the institutional
autonomy required for a specialised anticorruption
body. In the case of Montenegro, for example, the needs
and requests of these units are not always a priority of
their institutions. Not enough is being done to encourage
the best candidates, which is seen in the small number
of candidates applying for positions in these bodies.
51

The government effectiveness index includes aspects such as
perceptions of the quality of public services, the aptitude of the
public administration, the degree of independence from political
interference, while the rule of law index covers perceptions of
the extent to which actors trust and respect the rules of society,
and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, property
rights, the police and the courts, etc.

* 2019; share of the public who “tend to trust” the police
Source: Standard Eurobarometer 92

The experience of Kosovo is somewhat different. A key
weakness of the Task Force with the Kosovo Ministry of
European Integration is that no prior research was made
to assess the need of establishing a new anticorruption
mechanism, and there is no coordination between local
and international prosecutors, since EULEX prosecutors
deal with high profile corruption cases, while local
prosecutors only deal with lower-ranking profile cases.

Policy feedback mechanisms
The availability of feedback channels allowing the
evaluation of anticorruption policies is crucial for
their effectiveness. Yet, a reliable, systematic and
comprehensive mechanism for collecting, processing
and making publicly available data on anticorruption
progress, including on the performance of government
institutions, is still a long way off in the Western Balkans.
In Serbia, only statistics which indicate the number
of reported crimes and convicted adults sorted by
the types of criminal offences are available. There is
no “corruption crime” explicit in the statistics, the
closest being “criminal offences against official duties”
– abuse of authority, violation of the law by a judge,
prosecutor or deputy prosecutor, public sector fraud,
embezzlement, receiving and giving bribe and trade in
influence and some other offences. Statistical data on
the fight against corruption are only “partly reliable,
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comparable and transparent”.52 Public prosecutors and
courts are publishing annual reports and the Ministry
of Interior when reporting on their activities represents
corruption cases together with other types of crimes.
In an apt example of what has become an inverted
accountability, the government does not publish the
statistical data on investigations and convictions of
corruption provided to the European Commission.53
In Montenegro, statistics are incompatible, ambiguous,
and collected and reported in a way that does not
allow to follow specific cases from the beginning until
the end. For example, the police report on criminal
offences, the prosecution reports on the persons against
whom proceedings for specific criminal offences have
been initiated, while the courts report on cases. Because
of such discrepancies, a qualitative assessment of the
work of these bodies cannot be made, and especially it
cannot be discerned which of the activities initiated by
the police resulted in a final court decision, there is no
interest in improving the reporting. The same applies
to the “difference between frozen assets, temporarily
and permanently seized assets and monetary portion of
imposed sanction” – it is not clearly explained,54 which
gives wrong impression about the success in conducting
financial investigations.”55
The State Statistical Office of North Macedonia merges
the data on indicted and convicted persons from
prosecutor and court offices, with results collated by the
categories of the Criminal Code. This makes it difficult
to assess the number of cases of persons tried for
corruption, except on two accounts – taking or giving
bribes, and less so in cases where the grounds are abuse
of office. A specialised registry dedicated to collecting
corruption cases is still lacking.
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ANTICORRUPTION IN
PRACTICE: THE JUDICIARY

A

lthough judicial reforms have been ongoing
for more than a decade in each country of the
region, they have not produced significant
progress. The essence of these reforms has
been limited to improving the legislative framework
and technical matters. However, implementation
and performance along this framework, especially as
regards effective prosecutions and convictions, have
been poor – final convictions of public officials remain
mainly in the single digits. The separation of powers
and creation of an independent judiciary are hindered
by the politicisation of the judiciary, undue influences
and corruption. The legislative and executive power
still exercise a strong influence on the judiciary election
process and budget allocation. All of these issues
present major hurdles on the EU accession path of the
Western Balkan countries.
The main deficiencies in the governance and functioning
of the judiciary in the Western Balkans include:
• influence of the legislative and executive branches
in the selection and promotion of judges and
prosecutors;
• management structures are unclear and competences
often overlap; the bodies governing the judiciary and
the prosecution are not appropriately delineated;
• the procedures for the appointment, promotion and
dismissal of judges are not sufficiently transparent
to the public;
• the enforcement of the disciplinary accountability
and of the codes of ethics for judges and prosecutors
is still very limited;
• cooperation between the prosecution and the
police and other law enforcement institutions is not
sufficiently effective;
• public prosecutor’s offices lack resources, especially
expertise in financial forensics.
The poor anticorruption performance of the judiciary
is reflected in public attitudes: according to the SELDI
Corruption Monitoring System, between 55% and 94%
of the general public in the Western Balkan countries
believe that judiciary officials are corrupt.

Figure 19. Public perceptions of corruption among
magistrates

Source: SELDI CMS, 2019

Judicial independence
The appointment, promotion and dismissal of judges
in the Western Balkan region are predominantly the
responsibility of judicial councils. Judges are appointed
for permanent tenure, except in Serbia where firsttime judges are elected for a three-year term. In
recent years, the Western Balkan countries introduced
continuous trainings and assessments of judges as part
of the appointment and promotion processes. In all the
countries, promotion is conditioned on meeting the
criteria of professional experience, usually demanding
specific length of experience for different posts, as well
as positive performance ratings for judges. Countries
are slowly introducing systems for evaluation of
performance, the effects of which are yet to be fully
manifested.
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Table 5.

Appointment requirements for judges

Country

Albania

Requirements for initial appointment as a judge
• To be a graduate of the School of Magistrates in the initial training with at least 70% of the maximum
grade.
• To have good internship evaluations.
• To have passed the asset declaration and background check.

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

• To possess adequate expertise, legal analysis capacity, professional impartiality and reputation,
previous work experience, education and training, and crisis communication skills.
• To have published research papers.
• To have a law degree and to have passed the bar exam and the exam for judges.

Kosovo

• To have at least 3 years of work experience.
• Not to have been convicted of criminal offenses.

Montenegro

• To have passed the bar exam, an interview and a written test in specific cases.
• Selected candidates are sent to initial training, before they are appointed judges.
• To have a law degree and to have completed training at the Academy of Judges and Public Prosecutors.

North
Macedonia

Serbia

• Not to have an effective conviction or a ban on practicing a profession or conviction for any other crime
for which imprisonment of at least six months is prescribed at the time of election.
• To have a high reputation and integrity and social skills for exercising the judicial office (to be
ascertained by way of integrity and psychological tests).
The constitution provides for two procedures:
• The National Assembly elects first time candidates for judges based on nominations by the High Court
Council (HCC) for three-year terms. Any Serbian citizen with law degree who has passed the state
exams and fulfils basic criteria for work in the public administration can be elected.
• The second procedure is for election of judges for permanent exercise of judicial function by the HCC.

As with many other aspects of the anticorruption
infrastructure, ethnic quotas in the election of judges
and prosecutors – i.e., when the criteria of ethnicity
supersede expertise – are a major problem in BiH. This
often leads to the elimination of better candidates for
judicial office, as candidates who belong to a particular
ethnicity are given preference. Since the best candidates
usually do not make the cut, bowing to political pressure
becomes inevitable for judges and prosecutors. Judging
by public surveys, independence is not a characteristic
attributed to judicial office holders in BiH.56

one of the key problems of the judicial system in the
country. Both public and professional opinion consider
political interventions in the judiciary in Kosovo as too
obvious. According to the European Commission, the
“ongoing Functional Review of the Rule of Law Sector
has provided a sound basis to reform and modernise
various aspects of the judiciary.”57

Kosovo is in the initial stage of establishing a functioning
judiciary. The implication of judges and prosecutors in
numerous corruption affairs is generally perceived as
56

Spaić, B. and Papović, B., (March 2018), “Izbor i napredovanje
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Cepris.
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Box 5. Integrity vetting of judges in Albania
In order to strengthen judicial independence, Albania has embarked on an unprecedented EU-mandated vetting
process that entails the re-evaluation of assets, potential ties to criminal groups and probes into integrity of all
judges and prosecutors.
Three years into the process, by mid-2020, 101 magistrates had been dismissed from duty, 90 confirmed in their
positions and 39 had resigned. More than 286 dossiers have been processed thus far, resulting in 62% dismissals,
mostly for issues related to unjustified assets or resignations. If this trend continues, this means that at the end
of the vetting, several hundred judges and prosecutors will have been withdrawn from the judiciary system,
cutting its capacity roughly in half.
The Albanian experience is valuable as it demonstrates the benefits, but also the costs of such a process of scrutiny.
On the one hand, it provides evidence of the integrity gap in the judiciary which hinders future anticorruption
policies’ implementation. Even more importantly, this kind of lustration could kick start anticorruption efforts
across all public services as it would be able to rely on the integrity of a key branch of power.
Such a comprehensive changeover, however, presents a number of short-term hurdles to be overcome. The first
challenge is whether the vetting findings – resulting in the dismissal and resignation of magistrates – provides
sufficient grounds for criminal investigation of their past actions related to their assets. Another difficulty is the
sequencing of the vetting process in order to avoid a deadlock or a domino effect. For example, the appointments
at the Constitutional Court will be performed once the Justice Appointment Council is established. The problem
is that not all candidates for the Justice Appointment Council have undergone the vetting process yet, although
in principle this body was to be established already two years ago. In fact, none of the foreseen self-governing
bodies in the judiciary has been established yet, due to the slow vetting process and the high dismissal rate. The
considerable number of judges and prosecutors dismissed by the first instance commission has created room for
an open-ended delay of the establishment of the new judicial bodies. This difficult transition is reflected in the
Constitutional Court and the High Court being paralysed because of a shortage of judges.
Another challenge is the replacement of magistrates who have exited the system. To make up for the gap, the
School of Magistrates will have to increase its capacity in the initial training program by 300% in order to train
up to 75 magistrate candidates a year for a period of 5-7 years, in order to ensure the replacement of vacancies
created by the dismissal of magistrates. Among other factors, the recruitment of qualified magistrates is affected
by factors common to the recruitment of all public servants – brain-drain and uncompetitive remuneration in the
public sector compared to the private.58
The general regional pattern is evident in Montenegro
too. Despite an improved legislative framework, the new
system for election and promotion of judges has never
been consistently implemented in practice. The process of
electing judges is accompanied by numerous allegations of
abuse of office, breach of procedure and conflict of interest.59
There are no sufficient guarantees of independence
and impartiality of those members of the Judicial and
Prosecutorial Council who come from the ranks of eminent
lawyers, given that some of them are former representatives
of political parties and the executive branch.
58
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Information in this box has been sourced from: European
Commission (2020), Albania 2020 Report, Accompanying the 2020
Communication on EU Enlargement Policy, Commission Staff
Working Document, Brussels, 6.10.2020, SWD(2020) 354 final; Exit
News, 18-06-2020, “Three Years of Vetting: The Numbers So Far“; EWB,
03.03.2020, “Judiciary under reconstruction. Albania’s EU-orientated
reforms in progress”; EWB, 13.11.2019, “Vetting process in Albania –
the marching failure”; Osservatorio Balcani Caucaso Transeuropa,
05.12.2018, “Albania, vetting process and bilateral issues with Greece.”
Papović, B. (March 2020), “Judiciary in the shadow of consecutive
mandates“, CDT, Podgorica.

Figure 20. The rising number of indictments in high level
corruption cases in Montenegro

Source: Annual reports of the Prosecutorial Council of Montenegro
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For the first time, a vetting process in the judiciary is
being planned in North Macedonia, which has stirred
a heated public debate. Those against it invoke what
they believe to be the bad experiences of Serbia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina and Albania. Judges, prosecutors and
experts claim that the vetting of the entire judiciary is
unnecessary and might instead be applied only to some
judges suspected of being politically corrupt or having
ties to business elites.60
Although the judiciary in Serbia is nominally
autonomous and independent, the country’s constitution
foresees a role in its governance for all three branches of
government. Thus, there is a need of a judicial reform
which would strengthen the independence of the
judiciary against political interference.61

Judicial integrity
Western Balkan countries typically do not have
legal provisions and bodies dealing with corruption
specifically among judges. Measures are set broadly
and corrupt practices are not defined in detail. The basic
principles in the ethical codes include independence,
impartiality, dignity, responsibility. Judicial councils
are mainly in charge of disciplinary proceedings.
Figure 21. Perceptions of corruption among prosecutors
increase, with few exceptions*

* share of respondents believing “almost all or most are involved in
corruption”
Source: SELDI CMS, 2020
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Blaževski, T. and Rizaov, G. (March 2020) Judiciary Reforms: laws
adopted, EU satisfied, experts with divided opinions, Metamorphosis.
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Spaić, B. and Papović, B., op.cit.

When it comes to monitoring compliance with codes
of ethics, official data on disciplinary proceedings
related to judicial corruption is lacking. However,
it is clear that the number of cases is not big and
imposed sanctions are not a deterrent, which calls into
question the effectiveness of this system. In the entire
region there are few dismissals of judges or criminal
proceedings launched against them; disciplinary
sanctions are also very rare. This lack of punishment
or preventive measures stands in stark contrast to the
public perceptions of corruption, or the publicised cases
of judges entangled in corruption scandals and having
inexplicable wealth.
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Oversight of judicial integrity

Country

Institutions and procedures

Albania

As a result of the latest constitutional changes, judicial oversight will be ceded to the High Inspector of Justice,
who will be appointed by parliament. Until then, the High Council of Justice and existing inspectorates will
continue to decide on disciplinary measures on the proposal of the Minister of Justice, and suspend implicated
judges according to a procedure and criteria provided by the law.

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

The High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) is in charge of disciplinary proceedings, conducted through
the Office of the Disciplinary Prosecutor, which receives and acts on complaints, conducts investigations,
initiates disciplinary proceedings and proposes sanctions to disciplinary bodies within the HJPC (disciplinary
commissions).

Kosovo

The Judicial Council is in charge of holding judges accountable for misconduct in their decision-making,
following the initiation of disciplinary proceedings. Two institutions facilitate this process: The Office of the
Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) and the Disciplinary Committee.62

Montenegro

Formal mechanisms for filing complaints on the work of judges are established, but the accountability system
is criticised for not being objective since complaints rarely result in sanctions.63 Control of the work of the Code
of Ethics Commissions is not ensured because only judges or prosecutors against whom proceedings have been
instituted have the right to appeal against decisions of the Code of Ethics Commissions, but not the petitioners.64

North
Macedonia

The Judicial Council may remove a judge on the grounds of a serious disciplinary offence, unprofessional and
non-ethical exercise of office, serious violations of the rights of participants in the proceedings that breaches
the dignity of judges and the court, violations of the principle of non-discrimination, etc. The disciplinary
accountability of judges has been improved through amendments to the Law on Courts and to the Law on the
Judicial Council, which allow any member of the public to initiate a procedure before the Judicial Council.

Serbia

The disciplinary procedure is overseen by the Disciplinary Commission – a body composed of judges appointed
by the High Court Council. The Commission may issue a warning measure, impose a salary reduction, ban the
promotion of a judge for up to three years or propose the dismissal of the judge for serious offences.

Anticorruption specialisation
Given that similar legal solutions based on international
anticorruption standards produce significantly different
results, the challenge for the Western Balkan countries
is to adapt them to the characteristics of corruption in
their national contexts. This is particularly relevant to
the specialisation of judicial bodies. While international
legal documents do not prescribe the establishment
of special institutions (prosecutors’ offices or courts)
dealing exclusively with corruption, best practices also
suggest the benefit of having magistrates professionally
specialised in criminal proceedings related to
corruption and organised crime. Thus, the institutional
arrangements vary considerably among the countries:
from Albania’s specialised anticorruption court to no
specialised institution in Kosovo.
Albania’s judicial reform has resulted in the establishment
of a Special Anti-Corruption Structure (prosecution and
investigation unit; SPAK) to prosecute and investigate

criminal offenses of corruption and organised crime
composed of two sections: one dealing with organised
crime and the other with corruption.65 However, this
body suffers from personnel shortages given the high
number of cases. The Special Courts judges are yet to
be appointed. Two contradictory tendencies regarding
SPAK go beyond legal and constitutional provisions and
the public interest. First, in many cases the prosecution
and the courts, especially prosecutors who have not
complied with the vetting process, rush to close cases that
should have passed under the jurisdiction of the SPAK.
Second, cases that involve state authorities – regarding
damage to the state budget and mismanagement of public
funds, as well as corruption – are often removed from
the jurisdiction of the SPAK. Despite the large number
of cases handed over to SPAK, there is thus a tendency
to “supply” SPAK with peripheral issues. Overall, the
European Commission estimates that “Albania’s judicial
system has some level of preparation / is moderately
prepared. The implementation of a comprehensive and
thorough justice reform has continued consistently,
resulting in good progress overall.”66
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As of 1 June 2020, 11 prosecutors of SPAK had passed the vetting
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Figure 22: Corruption convictions are on the decline in Albania

Figure 23. Persons convicted of abuse of public office and
bribery in North Macedonia

Source: Albanian Ministry of Justice: http://www.drejtesia.gov.al/statistika/

Source: Makstat

Each entity in Bosnia and Herzegovina has its own
judicial system, which is hierarchically organised.
There are 14 anticorruption bodies at different levels of
government in BiH and their work is not coordinated.
The judiciary’s response to corruption is poor,
particularly regarding cases of high-level corruption
and organised crime. Many basic challenges in the
functioning of the system remain, such as resolving
conflicts of jurisdiction, harmonising jurisprudence
on corruption-related offenses, drafting indictments,
gathering evidence, the oversight of judges during
indictment review, reasoning in court decisions and
sentencing for corruption crimes.67

The experience of North Macedonia with setting up a
special public prosecutor’s office (known in the country
as the SJO), and its subsequent demise is particularly
instructive of the dilemmas faced by policy-makers in
the Western Balkans when tackling corruption. With
an initial five-year mandate, it launched a number
of investigations against high-level corruption.
In September 2019, however, it ceased operations
following allegations of corruption against its leader,
with all pending cases transferred to the general
prosecution. The fact that the former special prosecutor
found herself charged with corruption revealed the
underlying flaw of personal integrity at the top level
of criminal justice institutions. The inability to detect
potential abuse of office within the special prosecution
shows that lack of proper internal procedures and at the
same time a corporate culture of subordination and lack
of capacity to report wrongdoing.

Montenegro has a specialised department at the High
Court in Podgorica for organised crime, corruption,
terrorism and war crimes. A Special Prosecution
Office (SPO) is in charge of prosecution of perpetrators
of organised crime, high-level corruption, money
laundering, terrorism, war crimes and violation of
electoral rights. The SPO has at its disposal a special
police unit.68 A reorganisation of the police in 2019 has
created a set of overlapping chains of command, such as
when the special anticorruption prosecutor appoints the
head of a special police unit in the Ministry of Interior
but not the higher-ranking head of the department
where the unit is placed. This has led to warnings by the
EC of a risk of the executive power’s de facto stronger
control regarding investigations into organised crime.69
Challenges to the SPO’s effectiveness include its broad
legal mandate, lack of human resources and poor
working conditions. Financial investigations, including
money laundering have merely prompted larger
investigations that have yielded no concrete results.
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In Serbia, four special prosecutorial departments for
the fight against corruption have been established.70
However, despite expectations of better detection and
prosecution of corruption crimes as a result of increased
technical expertise and better coordination between
institutions, tangible improvements remain very
weak. Particularly poor results have been observed in
high-level corruption prosecutions, complex financial
investigations, and the seizure and confiscation of
criminal assets.71
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ANTICORRUPTION
IN THE ECONOMY:
THE HIDDEN SECTOR

T

he hidden economy72 is closely linked to
corruption – they are both a result and a
symptom of failures in governance. Empirical
studies show that they fuel each other –
a one-point rise in the index of corruption, is associated
with an increase in the level of hidden economy (in
percent of GDP) by 0.253% points.73 These are billions
of unaccounted for cash flows, which support corrupt
payments, distort competition and provide links to the
illegal or black economy. Both phenomena are based on
similar principles such as circumvention of regulations
and non-payment of taxes. They undermine democratic
governance and the rule of law, and negatively affect
economic development.
The business environment and reduction of the informal
economy is a critical dimension for the fulfilment of the
Copenhagen economic criteria and the accession of the
Western Balkan countries to the EU. In particular, the
functioning of the domestic market and its capacity to
endure the pressures within the EU single market are
among the key issues assessed by each candidate in its
Economic Reform Programme (ERP),74 submitted on an
annual basis to the European Commission. They also
fall within the “fundamentals first” approach to EU
enlargement. In each country’s ERP there is a special
section devoted to the tackling of the informal economy.
Informal economic practices breed unfair competition
and corruption, hamper regular enterprises from
growing and innovating, and create problems with
regard to access to finance. In the Business Environment
and Enterprise Performance Survey (BEEPS V) 66% of
Kosovar enterprises, for example, state that a major
obstacle to regular business activities is informal
competition (the average in all surveyed Western
72

73
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SELDI has chosen the use of the term “hidden” economy to
denote that the intent of the business entities and workers
involved in its are deliberately trying to hide some or all of
their economic activity. It typically involves the hiding of both
legal (grey economy) and illegal (black economy) activities.
Yet, the most common definitions, including the one employed
by the European Commission, refer to the hidden economy as
informal or undeclared economy, and define it as economic
activities, which are legal in their nature but are fully or partially
undeclared to the public authorities for the purpose of avoiding
taxes or other regulations.
Sorin, B., Monica-Violeta, A. and Miron, M. (2017), “Corruption,
Shadow Economy and Economic Growth: An Empirical Survey
Across the European Union Countries.” Studia Universitatis
Vasile Goldis Arad, Seria Stiinte Economice. 27. 10.1515/sues2017-0006.
European Commission (2019), 2019 Economic Reform Programmes
of Albania, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, Turkey, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Kosovo*. The Commission’s Overview & Country
Assessments, Institutional paper 107.

Balkan countries is 39%).75 As a result, reputable
investors (from the EU) are unwilling to enter the
region, whereas the size and persistence of informality
attracts risky investors (from third countries) with
predatory intentions towards the local economy.76 The
worst outcome is the entry of corrosive capital in the
region, which then undermines the countries’ further
integration into the European Union.77

The causes of informality
The informality in the Western Balkans could be
attributed to a plethora of causes,78 such as:
• low tax morale;
• high levels of unemployment (in particular the
youth and long-term unemployment);
• weak business environment and very high poverty
levels;
• lack of trust in the institutions of government and
high perceptions of corruption;
• high taxation and para-fiscal costs, in parallel to
excessively coercive tax policy;
• insufficient inspections and audits;
• red-tape, burdensome severance payment system,
frequent change of legislation and delays from the
state on the VAT refund.
High tolerance towards evasion of tax and social
security contributions has been cultivated in the Western
Balkans due to the perception that tax authorities and
in general the public system are corrupt. According to
75
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45.7% of the businesses in North Macedonia and 72.9%
in Albania, corruption is the most important factor for
the existence of the hidden economy.79 This leads the
public to believe that taxes are not properly used for
high-quality public services.80 The Open Budget Survey
2019 confirms that the general public in the region lack
accessible information on the ways their governments
raise and spend the national budgets.
Figure 24. Transparency of budget spending in 2019*

* On a scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best)
Source: Open Budget Survey (OBS), 2019.

For example, in Montenegro, the Programme for the
Reform of Public Financial Management 2016-2020 was
marked by a relatively low degree of implementation.81
The key mechanism for ensuring efficient and lawful
spending of citizens’ money – budgetary inspection,
has been dysfunctional for many years. The critical
issue in Albania seems to be different – the lack of trust
of citizens in private financial institutions. One of the
primary reasons for such distrust is the memory of
the losses suffered by many Albanians from investing
in firms around 1997, later exposed as Ponzi schemes.
Thus, the development of the banking sector has been
slow, especially in rural areas, although the use of
electronic payments is expanding. According to the
Bank of Albania,82 “paper” credit transfers shrank from
90% in 2008 to 38% in 2018. However, the circulation of
currency outside the banking system remains high.
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Box 6. Covid-19: an aggravating factor?
The Covid-19 pandemic has shed a new light on the
seriousness of the problem:
• the spike in unemployment, thus increasing the risk
of people seeking alternative (undeclared) work
options in the services or the agriculture sectors.
• the enterprises employing undeclared workers
will not be able to benefit from the emergency
and recovery government measures, IPA funds or
the €38 million in immediate EU support for the
Western Balkans.83
The lack of healthcare coverage of the fully undeclared
workers poses a serious threat to their health and the
general public during the Covid-19 crisis. According
to SELDI’s Hidden Economy Monitoring System,
Kosovo is the worst affected country in the region
in this respect, with 60% of the employed in a main
job claiming to have no healthcare insurance. In the
case of healthcare hidden economy and corruption
have had a very malign influence, because they have
diverged necessary public resources, leaving the most
vulnerable people without proper health care and
protection. This has provided further justification for
governments to impose emergency measures, which
have had an adverse effect on democratic governance
in the Western Balkans. 84
Another major force driving informality in the region is the
level of taxation and perceived tax injustice. Corporate
tax rates in the Western Balkans are comparatively low,
with the highest in Serbia and Albania of only 15%.85
Yet the overall tax burden on employment is considered
high, given the very low sophistication of the tax
system, the lack of tax breaks, and the very low level
of employment. In Montenegro, there is no progressive
taxation, but 39% of the gross salary is deducted for
social security and health care benefits, national and
local taxes. The social security contribution rate is 37.05%
in Serbia, which is second only to the level in Bosnia
and Herzegovina (41.5%).86 These high rates of social
security contributions coupled with the very low level
of wages and perceived unemployment benefits, creates
high incentives for evasion. Similarly, the high tax wedge
for social groups with low income in North Macedonia
results in their difficult transition from social welfare to
formal employment status.
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The (para)fiscal burdens87 also present considerable
obstacle to formalisation. These include the costly
regulations related to the method of calculating the
salaries or the burdensome severance/firing payments
in Montenegro.88 The same factors are at play in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, where para-fiscal fees (e.g., excise
duties) are widely implemented at municipal and
cantonal level. The outcome is dis-incentivising the
establishment of new companies and pushing existing
ones towards operation into the hidden economy.89
Employers in North Macedonia have also repeatedly
called for more flexibility in the labour legislation,
mainly related to the termination of contracts, as well as
decreasing the occupational health and safety-related
financial burdens.
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Hidden economy trends
The European Commission notes that reliable methods
for measuring informality in a consistent and continuous
manner are still missing.94 The International Labour
Organisation reiterates the absence of fresh and reliable
quantitative data about the levels of informality, for example
in Montenegro.95 SELDI’s Hidden Economy Monitoring
System,96 designed to correspond to the Corruption
Monitoring System,97 fills this gap by providing detailed
survey data on the overall size, different aspects and the
dynamics of the hidden economy in the region. SELDI data
show that hidden employment remains prevalent in the
region. Between 2016 and 2019, the hidden employment
index has increased in five out of the six Western Balkans

Box 7. The hidden economy in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bosnia and Herzegovina has a complex administrative and political framework with fragmented governmental and public
structure. This forces companies to comply with different procedures within different parts of the country. It also hinders
the efforts of designing and implementing universal social and labour market policies, consequently blocking progress
towards curbing informality.90 Due to the large number of budget users (ministries, agencies, cantons, municipalities and
cities), the share of public expenditure in BiH remains very high, despite continuous pledges and measures to restrict it.
As a result, the role of the state in the economy is still disproportionate, absorbing substantial resources to fund inefficient
public enterprises and social security system. The regulatory environment is confusing, with incompatible provisions of
both old and new laws coexisting, whereas regulation is not consistent across the whole national territory. A distinctive
type of informality, which has been developed after the collapse of the socialist regime and during the 1992-1995 civil
war, and that still dominates the economy, is the so-called network marketing (e.g., provision of undeclared paid services
such as children and elders’ care and home-cleaning).91 In addition, two additional factors aggravate the hidden economy
situation in BiH and put the country in a league of its own. Some 70% of unemployed youth in the country are long-term
unemployed.92 In addition, the national economy suffers from persistent current account deficit, which has led to the
extended reliance on remittances from the diaspora, which account for more than 10% of GDP.93
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The most common examples of para-fiscal burdens in
Montenegro are the following: taxes related to business
advertising; taxes paid for road usage; tourist taxes; taxes for
utilising a commercial property; administrative taxes; taxes for
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countries by a factor of between 2.4% (in Montenegro) and
12.4% (in North Macedonia). Serbia is the only country
which has had a decline in the hidden employment levels
since 2016 (by 5.7%). Kosovo remains the country with the
highest hidden employment share.
Figure 25. Hidden employment increases, except in Serbia

In most countries where the percentage of no-contract
cases has declined since 2016 there is an equal (Kosovo)
or even larger (Serbia, Albania, BiH) increase in the
cases of payment of higher remuneration than the
official one. This trend of transforming no-contract
employment to partially declared work can be expected
to continue across the region. This is due to the fact that
in the second scenario the hidden employment is both
easier to hide and more favourable for the employees,
who can receive at least some health and social security
coverage. It is also more difficult to detect and deter.
Figure 27. Workers without written contract on the main job
or receiving higher than the declared remuneration
(% change 2016-2019)*

Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System / Hidden Economy Monitoring System,
2020.

Working without an employment contract or receiving
higher remuneration than claimed in the employment
contract both reflect the presence of hidden employment.
While the share of those who work without any
contract is highest in Kosovo (25%), when the practice
of hiding the actual wage is added, Albania comes
first with nearly half (46%) of all respondents engaged
in a main job reporting either having no contract at
all, or receiving some part of their salary unofficially.
This shows that while the nature of the contractual
agreement (or its absence) varies between countries,
all of them have high shares of undeclared work, with
even the lowest percentage in North Macedonia (27%)
exceeding a quarter of all employed in a main job.
Figure 26. Workers without written contract on the main job
or receiving higher than the declared remuneration
(2019, in %)

Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System / Hidden Economy Monitoring System,
2020.

* Negative numbers show decline (improvement), while positive numbers
show increase.
Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System / Hidden Economy Monitoring System,
2020.

Hidden practices related to social security include
employees who either do not pay any contributions, or
they are paid only on the basis of a lower “official” wage
than the real one. The survey results on these practices
naturally mirror the undeclared work indicators, as social
security coverage is closely linked to the labour contract.98
Figure 28. Hidden practices in social security coverage (2019, in %)

Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System / Hidden Economy Monitoring System,
2020

98

These two aspects are not always identical, since local
regulations could leave room for discrepancies.
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Changes in the hidden practices in social security
coverage since 2016 also follow the same pattern as
with the undeclared work: small or no decline in the
percentage of cases without any social security coverage
is accompanied by large increase in the cases where
social security is paid on wage lower than the real one.
Serbia is the only exception with 4% decline in the cases
without any social security coverage and no significant
increase in the cases where social security is paid on
wage lower than the real one. All other countries show
large increase (between 8% and 17% of the respondents
engaged in a main job) in the latter practices.
The percentage of workers with no healthcare
insurance is of critical importance in the context of
the Covid-19 crisis and one of the worst effects of the
hidden employment (considered by many a type of
employment victimisation). As mentioned above, the
situation in Kosovo is the worst of all six countries. Still,
it should be noted that the country has achieved notable
progress compared to 2016, when the percentage of
cases with no health insurance coverage was 10% higher.
There is also some progress observed in Serbia (4%) and
BiH (2%) which confirms the overall conclusion that the
increase of the hidden employment in the region comes
in parallel to a transformation of the fully undeclared
work to a partially declared one.
Figure 29. Workers with no health insurance coverage on the
main job 2016-2019, % of all engaged in a main job

Source: SELDI Corruption Monitoring System / Hidden Economy Monitoring System,
2020.
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Vulnerable sectors
The sector most affected by the hidden economy in
the region is agriculture. This is particularly true for
Albania, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Real
estate, wholesale trade and construction follow.99 The
services sector (mostly restaurants, hotels, transport
and trade) and the banking sector (90% foreignowned) are also affected by informality, with the latter
not being able to rely on a well-established system of
asset valuation, hence remaining under-utilised.100 In
Albania, additional affected sectors are the footwear
and garment industry, mining and manufacturing.101
The fashion sector,102 which has significant impact on
employment and the economy, also has substantial
levels of informality. Illustrative examples from Kosovo
concern call centres that employ persons without a
contract, or construction workers who rotate every day
on different construction sites (some studies suggest
that 77.1% of the employees in the construction sector
in the country are unregistered).103 In North Macedonia,
envelope wages are found primarily in the construction
industry. However frequent incidences could also be
traced in agriculture, hotels, cafes and restaurants.104
In Montenegro, besides the wide-spread practice
of envelope wages, there are many cases of underreporting of the number of employees.105 Around
2/3 of informal activities do not take place in companies
or firms, but are rather related to door-to-door vendors,
domestic work, family farms, and open-air markets.106
Four out of five persons working in the agriculture
in Bosnia and Herzegovina do so without declaring
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their activities.107 Private tutoring108 and unregistered
tourist guides109 become ever more popular. In Serbia,
apart from agriculture where unpaid family workers
dominate, the construction industry is adversely
affected by incidents of envelope wages; a trend also
observed in food preparation and other services.110

National policies and measures
The governments of the Western Balkan countries have
all undertaken measures aimed at tackling informality,
but not all of them can be said to be comprehensive,
consistent, nor fully efficient. Nonetheless, some
positive developments can be recognised.
Strategies and action plans for tackling the informal
economy have been adopted under the auspices
and recommendations of the International Labour
Organization in Montenegro and North Macedonia or
the International Monetary Fund in Albania. In Serbia,
the National Programme for Countering the Grey
Economy is perhaps a factor explaining why Serbia
is the only country in the region which, according to
SELDI data, has had a decline in the share of hidden
employment between 2016 and 2019.
Yet, stakeholders have also often criticised strategic
documents for tackling the hidden economy in the
region. For example, the Albanian business community
and economic experts reasoned that the primary
task of the national action plan was to increase the
collection of government revenues, rather than a
genuine transition from informal to formal economy.111
In North Macedonia, the strategy for tackling the
informal economy assigns government institutions
a large number of tasks for its implementation. Some
critics note that only a loose cooperation exists among
107
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these bodies, with no common databases or targets.112
Montenegro has been trying to implement various new
strategies for combating informality, as a follow-up
to the 2013 national tripartite Enabling Environment
for Sustainable Enterprises and the Action Plan for
combating the grey economy adopted in June 2017.
Yet, the European Commission has warned that the
measures concerning social policy and employment are
not well advanced, neither are effective in dealing with
the root problems of labour market.113
Another common measure for tackling informality in
the Western Balkans has been to alter the tax regime.
For example, Montenegro introduced a two-percentage
point reduction in employers’ health insurance
contribution in 2019. North Macedonia attempted to reintroduce progressive taxation as of January 2019, but
has revoked the decision and returned to flat personal
income tax as from January 2020. In the Federation entity
and Republika Srpska in BiH the labour tax burden was
lowered in 2019. Reform of the tax administration is
also foreseen in the Serbian action plan on tackling the
informal economy.
Oversight and inspections have also been emphasised
as tools against informality. In Serbia, the upgrade of
inspections through the use of better IT systems and
coordination among authorities have been prioritised.
Heavier fines were introduced, as well as punitive
measures against tax evasion. According to the National
Alliance for Economic Development, the intensity of
inspection operations and the expected penalties altered
the perceptions of businesses towards informality. In
2012, the perceived risk of detection and punishment
was 14.5%, whereas by 2017 it grew to around 24%.114
Similar increase of inspections is observed in North
Macedonia and Albania. In Kosovo, a reform of the
inspection system is foreseen for 2020.115 The European
Commission, however, has criticised countries in the
region, noting that they often focus almost exclusively
on inspections and controls, rather than on providing
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incentives to businesses for formalising their activities.116
Western Balkan countries try to deal with informality
also by introducing the latest technologies for tracing
payments and transactions. Kosovo has installed
a fiscal cash register. A two-stage plan for fiscalisation
was also initiated in Albania at the beginning of 2020
to be implemented in three different phases in 2021.117
Montenegro will launch a system for issuing fiscal
invoices electronically. If successful, the measure is
expected to result in a more effective monitoring of
goods and services transactions in real time, thus
restricting informality.118 In Bosnia and Herzegovina,
the government introduced the obligatory submission
of VAT declaration in electronic format;119 it remains
to be seen whether these efforts will produce fruitful
results in the quest for formalisation.
Bosnia and Herzegovina has taken steps towards
reducing the fiscal burden on business, thus
facilitating formalisation. The central government has
attempted to simplify the registration process for firms
by introducing online platforms and one-stop-shops.
The Kosovo Strategy and Action Plan for 2019-2022
also seeks to simplify the legislative framework and
introduce a regulatory impact assessment system.120
A better public understanding of the corruptive impact
of the informal economy and the benefits of operating
legally are promoted through various awareness
raising campaigns. These range from “Take a Receipt
and Win” lottery in Serbia to face-to-face meetings with
small business representatives in order to encourage
formalisation in Albania. In Albania and North
Macedonia, additional measures aimed to promote the
transparency and accountability of public spending
(as a factor influencing corruption perceptions of the
citizens) include the adoption of the public finance
management reform programmes and the introduction
of legal provisions on the reporting and recording of
liabilities.
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6

THE ROLE OF
CIVIL SOCIETY

T

hroughout the Western Balkans, civil society
organisations (CSOs) have established themselves
as important stakeholders in anticorruption. They
have increased both their expertise and their
ability to utilise this expertise in a range of contributions to
the anticorruption agenda.
CSOs’ anticorruption impact is achieved through a variety
of means – initiating legislative changes and benchmarks
for good practices to increase transparency, accountability
and integrity of public enterprises and enhancing the
private business representatives to prevent and combat
corruption. CSO’s input in regulatory developments has
included key pieces of legislation such as free access to
information, financing of political entities and election
campaigns, public procurement, protection of whistleblowers, declaration and confiscation of illegal assets, etc.
Another key area of impact – a dimension of anticorruption
existing almost entirely thanks to the efforts of CSOs – is
monitoring. They exercise this function both with regard
to the actual spread of corruption as well as to progress
achieved by anticorruption policies. CSOs monitor
developments related to EU negotiations such as judicial
reform, the fight against corruption and organised crime,
public administration reform, and media freedom. They
are also doing important analytical work, identifying
corruption generators and areas vulnerable to corruption
in state-owned enterprises.
Box 8. CSO-government collaboration: North
Macedonia

CSOs were actively involved in the drafting of the Law on
Prevention of Corruption and Conflicts of Interest and the
Law on Public Procurement. Also, after the appointment of the
new State Commission for Prevention of Corruption, it held
consultations with civil society to discuss future cooperation
during and after the presidential elections of 2019.121 This trend
continues, with active involvement of CSOs in the process of
making the National Strategy for Prevention of Corruption.122
The Council for Cooperation with and Development of the
Civil Sector in the summer of 2019 announced a public call
for the selection of civil society representatives in a working
group for drafting a plan of measures and activities for the
implementation of the process of vetting of the employees in
the Ministry of Interior.123 CSOs regularly provide input into
the deliberation of anticorruption policies in the Council.
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Most of CSOs’ contributions to anticorruption in the
Western Balkans are made at the national level but
there are also important local level anticorruption
efforts. In Serbia, for example, CSOs are involved in
establishing local anticorruption plans (LAPs) at the
local government level. This came after CSOs helped
form local anticorruption forums, bodies that were
monitoring local level corruption and were predecessors
to LAPs and monitoring committees. Even though
the process of adoption of LAPs and the formation
of monitoring committees still face major challenges,
the implementation of this concept is a good example
of possible synergy between civil society efforts and
government policy.
Box 9. CSO-government collaboration: Serbia
The government has committed to improving cooperation
with civil society, providing anticorruption grants to
CSOs, as well as ensuring alternative (shadow) reports on
implementation of the EU negotiations chapter 23 action
plan and the national anticorruption strategy.124 The Serbian
anticorruption agency, as an independent regulatory body
tasked with fighting corruption, established different
forms of cooperation from civil society organisations, from
declarative support, through cooperation to partnership.125

Still, civil society’s contribution to anticorruption
progress faces a number of hurdles. CSOs are engaged
in a delicate balancing act – to reconcile cooperation
with government while performing their independent
watchdog function. In most cases, whenever CSOs
get involved in the advancement of anticorruption
legislation it is mostly the result of their own initiative and
advocacy, rather than any demand from government.
Mechanisms for engaging civil society – even where
they exist – often remain a formality or seek to co-opt
national CSOs in portraying a more positive image
abroad. More often than not, CSOs inputs get rejected
by policy makers without satisfactory explanation,
while those that do get accepted are predominantly of
technical nature.
In Montenegro, for example, although a charter on
cooperation between the Council of Ministers and civil
society organisations was signed in 2017, there has
been no significant follow-up. The case of Montenegro
is also indicative of the pressures CSOs are under. The
Central Bank of Montenegro publicised information
124
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that €45 million was held in saving accounts of nonprofit organisations, implying they enjoy undue higher
standards of living. This was used for smear campaigns
and pressure on CSOs aimed at undermining public
trust in them. Critical CSOs are being targeted through
informal channels that are hard to prove and identify.126

Integrity of CSOs

SELDI supports CSOs anticorruption efforts in the
Western Balkans through its small grants programme,
launched in 2019. Some of its key results and impacts
are presented in Table 7.

Overall, while a growing number of CSOs advocate for
good governance, there is little progress in taking steps
to make themselves more transparent. A clear measure
of this is the low number of CSOs that publish online

Table 7.

Given their active role in promoting the integrity of
public office, it is all the more appropriate that CSOs
should be held to the highest standards of transparency
and accountability.

SELDI’s impact through CSO interventions

Anticorruption sub-field

Institution

Impact

Social audit as an
anticorruption tool:
the case of public
procurement

CSR
Communication
Center, Albania

The monitoring of public procurement
has been upgraded with an additional
monitoring tool.

Anticorruption findings in
audit reports

Center for
Humane Politics,
BiH

The audit reports in BiH benefitted from a
new methodology for their analysis, which
points to explicit or implicit corruption.

Public procurement
transparency at the local
level

Democracy Plus,
Kosovo

An awareness raising campaign (including
educational video and social media posts)
enhanced the demand for transparency
in the field of public procurement. The
campaign was prompted by the results of
a survey, pointing to limited knowledge
among the public about the issue.

Transparency of public
funding of higher
education

Centre for Civic
Education,
Montenegro

Introduced a methodology for monitoring
of the system of financial planning, public
procurement and financial reporting at
public universities.

Conflict of interests

Centre for
Regional Policy
Research and
Cooperation
Studiorum, North
Macedonia

Survey and analysis of the level of
understanding of conflict of interests,
nepotism and cronyism among the general
public.

Investigative journalism
against corruption in
environmental projects

Roma Centre for
Democracy, Serbia

Journalists trained in investigative methods
and investigations, aimed at revealing
and publicising cases of corruption in
environmental projects.
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annual reports. In some countries (e.g., BiH), there is
no specific requirement for CSOs to publish operational
and financial reports – the law requires them to be
“transparent” without defining any specifics. In
practice, only CSOs that apply for governments funds
are obliged to provide reports on a regular basis.
Similarly, in Montenegro, the transparency, accountability
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and integrity of CSOs is still relatively weak. Annual
reports are mainly published by larger and more devel
oped NGOs and there are no specific regulations of the
financial operations of CSOs. They operate on the basis
of the same financial and taxation laws as other legal
entities. Annual financial audits are not mandatory under
domestic laws, but are required for EU-funded projects
above €60,000. These reports are hardly ever published.
A good practice has been established in Serbia. CSOs
aspiring for cooperation with the anticorruption agency
are required to have internal codes of ethics or to be
members of networks that adopted such codes,127 as
well to submit their yearly financial reports to the
Business Registers Agency and tax authorities and can
be subject to a tax inspection.
Box 10.		 CSO transparency rating
Transparify is a methodology 128 that provides a global rating
of the financial transparency of major think tanks. Initially,
Transparify visited the websites of over 150 think tanks in over
40 countries to find out whether they provide information
on who funds them and how much they receive from each
source. This was followed up by a second round of ratings
of the same think tanks to see whether their transparency
has improved. Three SELDI members have 5 stars in the
Transparify rating: Center for Democratic Transition (CDT)
(Montenegro) Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD)
(Bulgaria), and Institute Alternative (IA) (Montenegro).

EU support for CSOs anticorruption
agenda
The European Commission in its 2007 enlargement
strategy for the first time identified civil society
development and civil society dialogue as a core priority
of the enlargement process in the Western Balkans
and announced setting up of a facility to support it.
The priority has been translated to benchmarks for
most of the countries under the political criteria for
advancement in the EU integration process.
The 2019 Western Balkans summit of the EU in
Poznan emphasised the importance of governmental
cooperation with non-governmental organisations in
policy debates and the significance of establishing an
independent anticorruption civil society monitoring
process with defined indicators to monitor and evaluate
government commitments. At the summit, civil society
representatives from the region expressed their strong
127
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commitment to monitor closely their governments’
progress on anti-crime and anticorruption pledges.
However, according to the concluding statements, the
consensus for a civil society monitoring approach was
not reached at the government representatives’ level.
Policy makers reiterated that dealing with corruption
remains a priority for the region but it seems that in
reality the governments of the Western Balkans are not
willing to submit themselves to monitoring by civil
society.
The European Commission’s DG NEAR has developed
– in consultation with civil society – guidelines for
EU support to civil society in enlargement countries
(2014-2020). The guidelines encourage these countries
to pass legislation conducive for civil society, promote
the involvement of civil society in the pre-accession
process, and provide a framework for monitoring and
evaluation of the results achieved with the provided EU
assistance. CSOs in the Western Balkans have regarded
the guidelines as the key document for ensuring
enabling environment for their actions and their
development – a crucial precondition for civil society to
play a significant role in their countries’ development
and the EU enlargement process. The guidelines,
however, have not fully met these expectations. So far,
they only provided a narrow analysis of the state and
capacities of the civil society in the region, an analysis
that was only used to a certain extent for programming
of the EU financial assistance to civil society. From a civil
society perspective, this indicated a lack of ownership,
political will and commitment on the side of the EU
as well. Such limited use has led to shortcomings in
the implementation, monitoring and achieving of the
objectives of the guidelines.129
In order to ensure political leverage and legal basis
for monitoring the development of civil society the
guidelines need to be more than just a programming
document. They should be reflected consistently in
the most important monitoring reports prepared
by the European Commission – the annual country
reports. Not being an official EC document and not
being adequately transposed into one (e.g., the country
reports), they did not have any political weight and/
or leverage to encourage both the governments and
the EU initiatives, as they intended to in the first place.
A corresponding monitoring methodology, as well as
a well-defined structure for monitoring, needs to be
defined in the document as well.130
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Media capture
There are significant problems with media freedom
in the Western Balkans which have contributed to the
democratic backsliding of the region.131 Journalists,
media and CSOs working in the areas of investigative
journalism, human rights and corruption have been
seriously threatened by officials in some countries
(Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro),
with civil society activists often being exposed to smear
campaigns in pro-government tabloids, branded as
“foreign mercenaries” or “enemies of the state”.
These problems are exacerbated by the trends of
oligarchisation and state capture, which blur the
lines between government and business control over
newsrooms. Newsrooms across these countries suffer
from well-documented interference of media owners.132
This hampers the role of the media to provide
democratic oversight and results in the use of media
outlets to denigrate opponents, influence politics and
to extend private economic interests to politics or vice
versa.
Figure 30. Press freedom and media pluralism indexes

Serbia, the largest media market in the Western Balkans,
is a particular case in point. The country’s lack of publicly
accessible data or register on final beneficiary ownership
of media allows for hidden control and influence to
flourish. The widespread understanding of the Serbian
language throughout the former Yugoslavia makes this
a regional vulnerability. The Serbian government has
put increasing pressure on critical media, in particular
those producing investigative reports on corruption
cases.133 Moreover, the ongoing process of media
privatisation has resulted in further cases of media
ownership concentration in the hands of businessmen
with close links to the government.134 In a notable
example, half of the shares of one of the influential
conservative outlets, Politika, went to the Russian East
Media Group. Despite this, there is extremely limited
information about the structure of ownership and
identity of the final beneficiary.135 In addition, local and
regional media in Serbia continue to be dominated by
a conspicuous pro-government bias. In this context,
it is not surprising that during the 2017 presidential
elections the ruling party candidate received ten
times more airtime on national broadcasters than all
others combined.136 Overall, the political pressure and
questionable ownership exert significant negative effect
on the media independence in Serbia.137
In Albania, there is a trend of media ownership and
revenues concentrating in the hands of a few family
groups or oligarchs, which underscores media capture
risks.138 The legislation on electronic media is still far
from international standards, which inhibits and
interferes with the right of Albanian citizens to access
information.

Source: World Press Freedom Index 2019-2020, Freedom of the Press 2017, Media
Pluralism Monitor 2016/2017, and SELDI calculations
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The role of civil society

Media freedom139
There is a decline in editorial independence, a weakening
of public service media and inadequate accountability
of media regulators in the region. Moreover, journalists
and activists face pressure and intimidation and
financing is being discontinued.
The previously higher ranking of Serbia on the World
Press Freedom Index has been compromised since 2014
amidst changes in the political climate, accompanied
by an increase in disinformation and the persecution of
journalists.140
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media.144 In Kosovo, while the constitution guarantees
press freedom, the government and business interests
influence editorial policy and journalists report frequent
harassment and intimidation.145
Media freedom in Montenegro is marked by an
oversaturated market which leaves individual outlets
vulnerable to political and economic pressure.146
The government often withholds the signing of
advertising contracts between publicly owned entities
and opposition media outlets and self-censorship is
commonplace as independent journalists try to avoid
expensive defamation lawsuits and threats.147

In Serbia, media attacks have risen and journalism as a
profession has become increasingly unsafe. Journalists
are discouraged from covering sensitive topics such as
the talks with Kosovo and corruption. Libel lawsuits
have become commonplace and the Independent
Journalists’ Association of Serbia documented 102
incidents of political pressure and violence against
journalists in 2018 alone.141 In a survey, 74% of media
workers said that conditions in Serbia are not conducive
to free speech or that free speech faces serious obstacles.
Despite this, there remain serious investigative
journalism organisations such as KRIK and the Balkan
Investigative Reporting Network.142
In Albania, the lack of public interest, a weak pubic
broadcaster and a lack of transparency allow private
and political interests to override those of consumers.
An anti-defamation package – a set of media laws
approved by the Albanian parliament – attracted
attention in 2019, as the laws would have increased
state regulation of online media outlets. It was later
vetoed by the president. Still, investigative journalism
remains rare and considered dangerous in Albania as
journalists covering corruption are often harassed.143
In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the press as well as online
outlets currently face a hostile environment due to the
country’s polarized political climate, which is marked
by nationalist rhetoric and threats to independent
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INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

F

or more than a decade now, cooperation with
foreign partners and international organisations
has been a significant factor in any progress
achieved in anticorruption in the Western
Balkans. This cooperation has had two dimensions: the
adoption – and the monitoring associated with that
adoption – of international anticorruption standards
and technical and financial assistance provided to the
governments and CSOs.

Compliance with international
anticorruption standards
Monitoring in the field of anticorruption – both of the
dynamics of corruption itself and of compliance with rule
of law standards – is now about two decades old. From
initial scepticism and even resistance, it has now become
an indispensable element of any policies advancing good
governance. In a context, however, where the Western
Balkan countries “show clear elements of state capture”148
monitoring is faced with a new challenge: state capture
creates a divergence between formal compliance and
the actual integrity in governance. This gap has mostly
emerged because of insufficient application of the
measurement of institutional change.149
The Western Balkan countries, except Kosovo, have signed
and ratified international anticorruption and related
conventions of the Council of Europe (the criminal and
civil law conventions on corruption, and those on mutual
assistance in criminal matters and money laundering) and
the United Nations (UNCAC and the Palermo Convention).
They are, again save for Kosovo (which co-operates and
works in line with the international conventions derived
from these organisations), also members of GRECO.

recommended in UNCAC.150 In Montenegro, even after
a consultative hearing took place five years ago, illicit
enrichment is still not a criminal offence. In Albania, the
Criminal Code partially address the requirements of Article
17 of the UNCAC (embezzlement and misappropriation),
but illicit enrichment is not criminalized.151 North
Macedonia has criminalised illicit enrichment pursuant to
article 359-a, introduced in 2009 to the Criminal Code but
no cases have been prosecuted based on that article.
The latest evaluation report by GRECO concluded that
Montenegro has implemented satisfactorily 8 out of 11
recommendations.152 In 2019 in Serbia, GRECO concluded
that the country had implemented satisfactorily or dealt
with in a satisfactory manner 2 of the 13 recommendations
contained in the Fourth Round Evaluation Report and
partly implemented 10 out of 13 recommendations.153
North Macedonia was included in GRECO’s fifth
evaluation round, which found that since the fourth
round of assessment “a non-compliance procedure was
launched in June 2018 in response to poor performance:
to date only 31% of recommendations have been fully
implemented, 42% partly implemented and 26% remain
not implemented.” Referring to the policy and institutional
framework for preventing and combatting corruption in
North Macedonia, GRECO concluded that its strength “is
questionable as the implementation of different policies
and laws is weak and selective in practice.”154 Bosnia and
Herzegovina did not perform much better – by the end
of 2020 it had implemented satisfactorily none of the 15
recommendations.155 As for Albania, GRECO concluded
that Albania had implemented satisfactorily or dealt with
in a satisfactory manner 9 of the 10 recommendations
contained in the Fourth Round Evaluation Report.156
150
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The anticorruption legislation of the signatories of the
UNCAC among the WB6 are mostly in line with its
provisions. Still there are parts where signatories are
partly harmonised or not harmonised at all. Serbia has
not included illicit enrichment in its Criminal Code, as
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The role of EU enlargement
The prospect of joining the European Union is the single
most important external factor in support of rule of law
and anticorruption reforms in the Western Balkans. The
stakes of success in this endeavour are high as what is
involved is not just the future of good governance in the
Western Balkans but also the credibility of the EU as a
force for good governance beyond its borders.
The approach to anticorruption in the enlargement strategy
pursued in that context by the European Commission
has undergone considerable evolution, incorporating
lessons from the 2004, 2007 and 2013 enlargements but
also discussions among member states in 2019. The
current “merit-based” approach breaks conditionality
down into “negative and positive,” expects member
states to “contribute more systematically to the accession
process,“ and includes options such as suspension of
negotiations and freezing of funds.157 SELDI welcomes
the incorporation in the enlargement process of some of
its earlier recommendations, including: a stronger focus
on political engagement and economic fundamentals;
mainstreaming of anticorruption efforts in more policies
and not just in anticorruption institutions and the
judiciary (the Commission states that “anti-corruption
work will be mainstreamed through a strong focus
in relevant chapters”); and protecting the important
EC – civil society relations, including their financial
underpinning from unexpected distress.158
An important linkage was also established in 2020
between EU’s internal rule of law policies and “how the
rule of law is embedded in the work with accession […]
countries […].”159 The significance of anticorruption is
also acknowledged in another EU initiative towards
the region in 2020 – the Economic and Investment Plan
for the Western Balkans.160 Yet, beyond the adoption of
the “fundamentals first” approach (an important and
welcome development), the primacy of the rule law
157
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agenda for progress in any other area of development
of the Western Balkans needs to be further emphasised,
in particular through:
• Broadening the range of stakeholders engaged
in both monitoring and advocating for good
governance reforms. Expecting that incentive-driven
compliance by the executive branches of government
in these countries would muster the political
momentum needed to roll back the advanced
state of private interest capture of governance is
unrealistic. Only a public-private coalition involving
both EU institutions and actors and local public and
private institutions and individuals would be able
to ensure the scaffolding of positive anticorruption
developments, i.e., their irreversibility.
• A more dynamic, rolling feedback mechanism for
assessing actual progress is required, whereby
assessments of performance would be made on
a continuous basis (the time lag between annual
assessment cycles and the incorporation of their
findings into policy is too big). Innovative and tailored
monitoring tools are needed to assess how corruptionproof specific public institutions are and to identify
anticorruption policy and implementation gaps.

External rule of law assistance
EU’s role as an external factor in domestic
(anticorruption) reforms in the Western Balkan is
further complicated as it defines performance targets
and at the same time provides assistance for their
achievement. Conducting negotiations (an activity
that usually involves two sides with different, even
conflicting intentions) while providing development
aid and technical assistance to the other side in these
negotiations is a delicate balancing act.
Anticorruption assistance – both technical and financial
– for the Western Balkans needs to be provided in
synchrony with EU’s general policy messages. This
is what is now expected from the Instrument for PreAccession Assistance (IPA) III. Given the findings of
SELDI’s SCAD assessment of the intensity of state
capture in the region (see chapter I), EU funding should
incorporate the primum non nocere (first, do no harm)
principle. In other words, it needs to ensure that it does not
become counterproductive by strengthening clientelistic
networks of corrupt politicians and privileged businesses
which receive the lion share of EU funded procurement.
IPA III has earmarked €14.5 billion – a 13% increase on
IPA II – to support EU candidate countries and potential

International cooperation

candidates on their path towards fulfilling the EU accession
criteria through deep and comprehensive reforms.
Figure 31. Albanians twice as enthusiastic about the EU as the
Serbs*
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The flagship EU-funded project in Albania is EURALIUS
which supports and assists in the drafting and adoption
of justice reform through support provided to the
Ministry of Justice and the National Assembly. The
current action programmes focus on reforms of key
sectors such as democracy and governance, rule of
law and fundamental rights, and competitiveness and
growth. The latest action programme put emphasis
on the rule of law, justice reform (€64 million) and
environment protection and economic development
(€30 million).
Figure 33. The share of RoL in overall EU financial assistance to
Albania doubled over the past four years

* 2019; share of those believing that EU membership of the country is a good
thing
Source: Standard Eurobarometer 92

In Serbia, the outgoing support instrument IPA II
focused on democracy, rule of law, competitiveness,
and growth. There has not yet been any complete
assessment what impact has been achieved (the latest
available assessment shows that by the end of 2017, only
23% of the target values had been fulfilled).161 Technical
assistance included trainings for employees of the AntiCorruption Agency on financing of political parties,
public procurement, complaints, communication
strategy and strengthening the national mechanisms
for the prevention and fight against corruption.

Source: Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA II)

In North Macedonia, significant progress has been
made in sector-based programming involving all
stakeholders. The revised Indicative Strategy Paper
seeks to enhance the response to new challenges such
as migration, terrorism and violent extremism, climate
change and economic governance.
Figure 34. IPA II financial assistance as share of GDP in Kosovo
three times that in BiH

Figure 32. IPA II financial assistance per capita of the
population, €

Source: Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA II)

Source: Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA II)
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The EU anticorruption initiative in Kosovo is focused
on mainstreaming anticorruption provisions in
EU horizontal and sectorial legislation and policy,
monitoring performances in the fight against corruption,
supporting the implementation of anticorruption
measures at national level via funding, technical
assistance and experience-sharing and improving the
quantitative evidence base for anticorruption policy.
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Figure 35. The share of RoL in overall EU financial assistance
differs significantly among the WB6

Source: Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA II)

In BiH, the most notable anticorruption projects under
IPA are Institutional Support to Anticorruption (IPAK),
which aims to strengthen the capacities of institutions
in BiH in implementing the anticorruption and
EU4Justice, which aims to enhance the effectiveness,
integrity and professionalism of the institutions in
the rule of law sector. The adoption of country-wide
strategies such as on public financial management and
on employment remains a key requirement for Bosnia
and Herzegovina to benefit fully from IPA funding. For
Montenegro, the emphasis of the action programme
was put on the reforms and investments in the area of
the rule of law and fundamental rights, agriculture and
rural development and additional funds (performance
reward) allocated to the social sectors, with a specific
focus on the health sector.

THE WAY FORWARD:
CATALYSING ANTICORRUPTION
IN THE WESTERN BALKANS

T

he advancement of integrity governance and
the squeezing out of corruption in the Western
Balkans in the past five years has been incremental
and slow at best. Slow and patchy progress has
allowed private interests to acquire a hold on government
resulting in state capture and democratic backsliding.
Releasing governance from this grip can only be achieved
by an alliance of stakeholders acting in concert: reformminded policy makers, civil society and international
partners, chief among which is the European Union.
At the national level, it is necessary for public bodies in
the Western Balkans to set up procedures for effective
prosecution of corrupt high-level politicians and senior
civil servants. Through cooperation with the civil society,
business, media and academia, they should also introduce
an independent corruption and anticorruption monitoring
mechanisms. Such mechanisms are needed at all levels –
from corruption risk assessment of policies to proof-reading
of key legislation (public procurement, privatisation,
lobbying, anti-trust, whistle-blower protection) and
analysing the efficiency of the internal anticorruption
procedures in individual public institutions. Business
associations should also strengthen their role in promoting
self-regulation and facilitating the reporting of corrupt
practices in companies.162

The analysis of SCAD data suggests that a key priority
should be safeguarding and monitoring judicial
independence and performance. The influence of
the legislative and executive branches in the selection
and promotion of judges and prosecutors should be
normatively excluded or minimised. Countries where
the majority of the judicial self-governing bodies are not
elected among judges and by judges should adopt reforms
increasing their voting power. National governments
need to ensure that the procedures for the appointment,
promotion and dismissal of judges are transparent to the
public.
Critical economic climate issues should be addressed
through continuous monitoring of hidden economy areas.
Particular attention should be focused on undeclared
work and the hiding of revenues in excise and service
sectors, as well as on identifying and addressing critical
junctures and links to the black economy, corruption and
organised crime. A proper balance between prevention
and repression is especially important to strike when
seeking to reduce the size of the hidden economy and its
impact on corruption. First, national governments need
to identify what incentivises employers and employees to
engage in informal business activities; these would then

be factored in the design of reforms for improving the
business environment, the tax policy and the quality of the
public services (education, healthcare, infrastructure, etc.).
Second, governments should consider the use of awareness
campaigns, the introduction of flexible types of labour
contracts, use of vouchers, amnesties or tax reductions to
promote the transition from the informal to the formal
sector. Third, the numerous intrusive inspections of small
and micro-companies should be replaced with targeted
inspections at key risk companies, sectors and locations.
The latter would require consolidation of national registers,
use of data-mining systems and redflags, and collaboration
among all relevant national and cross-border public
authorities. The development of e-government solutions
and the encouragement of electronic payments (e.g.,
through lower thresholds for cash transactions) would also
have a beneficial effect in formalising the economy.
Antimonopoly laws in the Western Balkans need to be
made effective, including through the empowerment of
antimonopoly commissions and the tracking of legislation
for loopholes allowing the monopolisation of sectors or
bias towards specific private interests.
A critical issue in ensuring that governments are held
accountable is transparency of media ownership,
newsroom independence and safeguarding media
freedom from political interference. External oversight
on any policy would not be possible without free access to
information, media independence, freedom of speech and
adherence to the critical transparency rules. A particular
focus in the governments’ efforts should be avoiding civil
society capture, improving the corporate governance of
state-owned enterprises, and the transparent management
of large-scale investment projects.163
The advancement of the quality of public governance in
the Western Balkan countries is now closely linked with
the process of their integration with the European Union.
The underlying conditions which influence integrity
reforms are different in each country, making the EU the
regional stabilising factor for these reforms.
For its enlargement strategy to allow it to continue being
such a factor, the EU needs to engage more proactively
politically with the Western Balkans countries, providing
them with a clear perspective for the future. Stronger
engagement would, however, need to guard against
several unintended consequences, which could make it
counterproductive. It would need to ensure that the benefits
of closer economic integration with the Union do not
163
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accrue exclusively to a small clique of privileged elites and
oligarchs, thus further exacerbating business state capture.
The membership-related conditionalities on the integrity
of governments need to be accompanied by equally
strong domestic public demand for accountability, lest the
dominant political actors choose the former as an excuse to
disregard the latter. Engagement in the diplomatic arena
with politicians and senior government officials would
also need to be performed in a way that does not create
the impression of political endorsement. The overall effect
of this process should be to stand up to and neutralise the
harmful effects of authoritarian influence in the region.
The European Commission and the local EU Delegations
need to expand their direct engagement with policymakers and civil society in the region, including in
monitoring anticorruption developments. It needs to
reinforce the accession negotiations’ technical aspects
on anticorruption with more political assertiveness
regarding progress in tackling high-level corruption and
state capture. In helping the countries deal with the latter,
the EU would be well advised to mainstream innovative
analytical instruments to guide its policies, such as the
ones piloted by SELDI:
• Monitoring Anticorruption Policy Implementation
(MACPI)164 tool, which assesses the corruption
resilience of institutions and identifies anticorruption
policy and implementation gaps;
• State Capture Assessment Diagnostics (SCAD),165
which helps identify state capture areas.
SCAD data suggests that the main challenge for countries
in the region remains in the form of state capture enablers
such as media control, corruption in the judiciary, lack
of integrity of public organisations, impartiality and
insufficient anticorruption procedures. These are, in fact,
the areas at the heart of the EU enlargement process. The
EU could expand the rule of law instrument introduced
for its member states, which links good governance
performance with financial assistance to the Western
Balkans as well. In this respect, it is particularly important
to allow for the reversibility of the process of accession
with the possibility of both reducing or stopping of
financial assistance in case of non-compliance with the
agreed conditions.
The European Commission would need to pay particular
attention to safeguarding competition in sectors of high
monopolisation pressure when implementing its “robust
economic and investment plan for the region” which
aims to “boost the economies while improving their
competitiveness, to better connect them within the region
164
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and with the EU.”166 Business state-capture pressure is
typically channelled through the concentration of public
procurement, construction permits, concessions and
privatisation deals, as well as licenses in regulated and
excise duties’ businesses. In fact, breaking the deadlock
of this pressure might help to advance the economic
development of the region as much as would EU
development funds and investment loans.
The technical support, policy advice and EU funding should
be directed towards anticorruption and antimonopoly
efforts focused on critical sectors, specifically those
vulnerable to state capture, such as energy, infrastructure,
banking and telecommunications. The extension of
advisory missions to the whole Western Balkans will also
benefit the performance of the rule of law assessments;
however, it is recommended that any case-based peerreviews include civil society experts. The European
Commission and the local EU Delegations should work
together with local stakeholders to establish procedures
for regular trial monitoring of corruption cases, as well as
monitoring the progress of the judicial reforms.
For such a cooperation to produce a tangible impact, civil
society organisations in the Western Balkans need to affirm
their credibility as agents of anticorruption. This credibility
is built on two pillars – capacity and integrity. In terms of
the former, monitoring of both government performance
and actual proliferation of corruption has already become
a well-established domain of CSO competence. It needs to
be supplemented by the skills to provide legislative inputs;
these skills include analytical competence and the ability
to conduct advocacy campaigns. Shadow reporting is an
underused tool for CSOs, both with respect to EU initiatives
and government policies. An indication of the quality
of such reporting would be that its considerations be
reckoned with in policy making and legislating. This kind
of work at the national level needs to be complemented
with actions among local communities.
None of the above can be expected to achieve any impact
unless CSOs are themselves a paragon of integrity. They are
not exempted from becoming targets of various corrupting
influences, including by unscrupulous politicians and
shady business interests. They are also the targets of smear
campaigns by corrupt political elites. In order to ward
off such influences, the civil society sector needs a more
robust self-regulation. It should reinforce its integrity,
including through introducing mandatory procedures for
transparency in the sector, ensuring effective control of
compliance with financial regulations, and wider use of
auditing.
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